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„Was wir wissen, ist ein Tropfen;  
was wir nicht wissen, ein Ozean“ 
Isaac Newton 
 
 Summary 
 
The primary goal of this thesis was to design well-defined cell membrane models that 
locally display micro/nano-domains of bio-functional sugars, which mimic lipid rafts 
in biological cells. The uniqueness of this work exists in the use of fluorinated (and 
thus non-biological) lipid anchors with an aid of organic chemistry. 
 
In Chapter 2, the domains formed by a lipid with the largest degree of fluorination 
(FL17) were fully characterized. Owing to both hydrophobic and oleophobic nature of 
fluorinated lipids, they are separated from the matrix phospholipids membranes and 
create solid domains within a wide range of mixing ratio (up to 33 mol%). The size of 
sub-micrometer clusters, which is close to the resolution limit of the optical 
microscopy, was determined using grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) 
technique with an aid of analyzer crystal optics of a high spatial resolution. It has been 
demonstrated that each domain consists of single crystallite of fluorinated lipids, 
whose diameter (~ 350 nm) is almost constant between 5 and 33 mol%. The highly 
mono-dispersive size distribution of the domains enables to treat them as two-
dimensional colloidal particles. The radial distribution functions of the self-assembled 
lipid clusters can be obtained using a self-developed image analysis routine, yielding 
the potential of mean force. The positions of potential minima correspond to the 
correlation distance between domains, while spring constants of the potentials reflect 
how sharply the inter-domain correlations are confined. 
 
In Chapter 3, the influence of the molecular chemistry on the domain size has been 
examined by the systematic variation of the length and number of fluorinated chains. 
First, it was found that the domain size is not influenced by the number of 
fluorocarbon chains. More remarkably, the length of fluorocarbon chains significantly 
influenced the domain size: the change in the number of fluorocarbons from 10 to 17 
results in the modulation of the domain size by more than an order of magnitude. 
Interestingly, however, the increase in the domain size was observed with the decrease 
in the chain length. This can successfully be explained by a so-called “equivalent 
dipole model”, which takes into account the height mismatch between the fluorinated 
lipids and the surrounding matrix. As a preliminary attempt to add bio-functionality, a 
mannose monosaccharide was coupled to the head group. It has been confirmed that 
the fluorinated lipids do not loose the capability to form highly uniform domains in the 
presence of the mannose function. 
 
Summary  xiv 
 
xiv 
 
In Chapter 4, the surface of a flat-µ-fluidics chip was functionalized with the lipid 
monolayers that locally display the fluorinated lipid domains. The pre-structuring of 
chip surfaces with photolithography allows for the fabrication of a free standing, half-
cylindrical water channel with the liquid volume of about 7 µl. As the first attempt, 
bacteria have mannose binding proteins were in contact with the mannose domains 
then subjected to various shear fields, which can be regulated up to 1000 s-1. 
 
The results obtained here demonstrated that synthetic lipids with non-biological 
fluorocarbon anchors can offer unique advantages over commonly used raft models 
composed of complex lipid mixtures to form highly uniform domains, whose size and 
distribution can be fine-tuned by molecular chemistry and mixing ratio, respectively.
 
 Introduction 
 
Lipid membranes are a major constituent of biological membranes, acting as the 
boundary between interior and exterior of cells and organelles. Owing to their 
amphiphilic nature, lipid molecules assemble into a bilayer in water in order to 
minimize the contact of hydrophobic chains to the surrounding water (called 
hydrophobic effect [Tanford, 1980]). This unique property fascinated physicists to 
describe lipid membranes within the framework of liquid-crystal theory [Sackmann & 
Lipowsky, 1995]. Since lipid molecules and membrane proteins do not possess short-
range order, they can freely diffuse within the membrane plane. These features enable 
membranes to act as important filter materials: Organelles serve as micro-containers to 
confine biochemical processes inside, and plasma membranes reject the insertion of 
toxic substances. Special nutrients, wastes, and metabolites can selectively pass 
through the membranes and go to the external environment. Furthermore, many 
important biochemical processes occur at membrane surfaces via interactions between 
various membrane proteins. 
 
In 1972, Singer & Nicholson introduced the fluid mosaic model [Singer & Nicholson, 
1972], where a fluid lipid membrane act as a quasi-two-dimensional matrix for 
randomly distributed proteins “mosaic” (see Fig. 1, for a sketch of a cell plasma 
membrane). 
 
 
 
Fig. 1   Schematic illustration of a cellular membrane (from [http://bio.winona.edu/berg]) 
 
On the other hand, self-assembled mixtures of matrix lipids and membrane proteins 
need not always mix uniformly, but can form regional differences in composition and 
therefore change the physical properties of the plasma membrane locally [Jain & 
White, 1977; Simons & Vaz, 2004]. In recent years, an increasing number of studies 
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have evidenced that such micro-domains are responsible for various biologically 
important processes, such as signal transduction and membrane trafficking [Edidin, 
2003; Maxfield, 2002; Simons & Toomre, 2000]. Functional micro-domains are 
categorized into three major classes; (i) coated pits, (ii) caveolae, and (iii) lipid rafts 
[Thompson & Tillack, 1985]. 
 
Coated pits are important during the receptor mediated uptake of substances like iron 
(Fe3+) into cells, as reported by Sackman and Lipowsky [Sackmann & Lipowsky, 
1995]. Usually plasma membranes are impermeable for such substances, but by the 
formation of coated pits, in combination with the recycling of membrane receptors the 
allow for receptor mediated uptake. Caveolae are up to now the best-characterized 
type of micro-domains observed in living cells [Mukerjee & Maxfield, 2004]. Reviews 
about their composition and function were written by several authors [Anderson, 1998; 
Anderson & Jacobson, 2002; Parton & Simons, 2007]. Another important class are 
signalling domains incorporating trans-membrane signalling proteins, for instance IgE-
FcεRI [Baird et al., 1999], mediating for example the permittivity of cell membranes. 
In 1997, Simons and Ikonen postulated the “raft model“ [Simons & Ikonen, 1997], 
which assumes that sphingolipids, phospholipids and cholesterol form locally ordered 
lipid clusters, floating as a “raft” in the “see” of matrix lipids (Fig 2.(b)).  
 
 
 
Fig. 2    Schematic illustration of (a) signaling domains, (c) caveolas and the (b) lipid-rafts (from 
[Simons & Ikonen, 1997]) 
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However, although some studies seem to support the hypothesis, even the size of rafts 
is still the matter of debate [Jacobson & Dietrich, 1999]. 
So for instance, the extraction of lipid rafts with non-polar detergents [London & 
Brown, 2000] would strongly interfere with lipid membranes [Heerklotz, 2002]. On 
the other hand, an indirect technique like fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) would not be sensitive to the length scale of above 5 nm [Jacobson & Dietrich, 
1999; Anderson & Jacobson, 2002].  
 
One of the main obstacles to understand the physical mechanism of micro-domain 
formations exists in the complex phase diagram of biological membranes that contain 
different molecular components, which include various phase coexisting regions. To 
date, most of the attempts to reconstitute lipid rafts in artificial membranes have used a 
cocktail of lipids that mimic the composition of lipid rafts, such as the molar ratio of 
2:1:1 for [phospholipid]:[cholesterol]:[glycosphingolipid] mixtures. Huang and 
Feigenson proposed a so-called “umbrella” effect [Huang & Feigenson, 1999], which 
assumes small head groups of sterols shielded against the polar water by umbrellas of 
large phosphate head groups. McConnell and coworkers proposed another approach 
for the fluid-fluid immiscibility based on the formation of oligomeric complexes 
composed of cholesterol and phospholipids [McConnell & Radhakrishnan, 2003; 
McConnell & Vrljic, 2003]. However, almost all domains formed in complex lipid 
mixtures are found to be either highly polydispersive, or coalesce into large domains, 
whose diameters is often over several µm. 
 
The main goal of this work is the design of a new class of micro-domains based on 
synthetic (thus not biological) molecular building blocks. In order to achieve a simple 
and tuneable phase diagram, the system is designed composed of binary mixtures of 
synthetic building blocks, which undergo perfect phase separation. Since this is 
practically impossible by mixing lipids with different lengths of hydrocarbon chains, 
perfluorinated carbon chains were introduced. This concept has been inspired by the 
unique feature of fluorocarbon chains: they are not only hydrophobic but also 
oleophobic. A typical example would be the perfect de-mixing of poly-ethylene and 
poly-tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon). Actually, surfactants with partially or fully 
fluoroalkylated hydrophobic tails (F-alkyl chains) have been drawing increasing 
attentions in recent years for various medical applications such as drug delivery [Kraft 
& Riess, 1998; Riess & Kraft, 1998; Riess & Greiner, 2000; Riess, 2002]. 
 
As preliminary molecular building blocks, several lipids with different fluorocarbon 
chains and head group functionalities have been custom-designed and synthesized by 
Dr. Andreea Pasc in our group (now at Univ. Nancy). Fluorocarbon chains take highly 
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ordered, helical conformation within wide temperature ranges, and the fluorinated 
lipids were doped in the matrix phospholipids, 1,2-dioleoylphosphatidylcholine 
(DOPC), which is in a fluid phase under all experimental conditions (Fig. 3). The 
micro-domains were initially formed at the air/water interface under thermodynamic 
equilibrium, and were transferred onto planar solid supports, called as supported 
membranes [Brian & McConnell, 1984; Sackmann, 1996; Tanaka & Sackmann, 2005]. 
The well defined molecular chemistry of fluorinated lipids allowed for quantitative 
determination of the domain size using a self-developed image analysis routine and 
grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction technique. Furthermore, owing to the highly 
mono-dispersive size distribution of the domain size, the lateral correlation between 
the domains can be described within the framework of colloidal crystallization. The 
impact of the molecular chemistry (number and length of fluorocarbon chains, head 
groups) on the domain size has systematically been studied, which enabled to identify 
the key parameters that determine the domain size. Finally, the surface of custom-
designed flat-µ-fluidics chips has been functionalized with the supported membranes 
that locally display functional saccharides, which can be subjected to study dynamic 
adhesion of carcinoma cells and bacteria with and without shear fields. The details of 
the results will be presented in the following chapters. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3   Schematic illustration of the supported membrane that locally displays fluorinated lipids. 
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1 Materials and Methods 
 
In this work, self-assemblies of synthesized fluorinated molecules were utilized to 
structure phospholipid monolayers and to establish bio-functionalized membrane 
models in µ-fluidic channels. To investigate the formation of such nano-/micro-
domains and their strongly correlated arrangements the following preparation methods 
and characterization techniques were used.  
 
1.1 Materials 
 
1.1.1 Fluorinated Amphiphilic Molecules 
 
The lipid monolayers and bilayer membranes investigated in this work incorporated 
custom-designed and synthesized fluorinated amphiphilic molecules. The synthesis 
was performed by Dr. Andreea Pasc (now at University Nancy, France). Details can be 
found in further publications, currently in preparation [Oelke et al, 2009]. 
 
Fluorocarbon chains are characterized by their exceptional chemical and biological 
inertness, extreme hydrophobicity and oleophobicity, low surface tension, high 
density, absence of protons and magnetic susceptibility.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1       (a) Chemical structure of the fluorinated amphiphilic molecules FLn, with an OH head-
group, glycerol backbone and two symmetric fluorocarbon chains, where n = 10, 13 and 
17 is the number of fluorocarbon units. (b) Chemical structure of FT10, a three chain 
molecule and (c) FL10man, a molecule modified with a sugar head-group. 
 
To investigate the influence of the molecular chemistry on the formation of self-
assemblies and their correlation within a phospholipid matrix, three classes of 
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fluorinated amphiphilic molecules were synthesized. The different molecules consist 
of at least two symmetric perfluorocarbon chains connected by a glycerol backbone to 
a hydrophilic head-group. 
 
(I) With FL10, FL13 and FL17 a set of fluorinated molecules with a varying 
number of fluorocarbon units (9, 12 and 16 CF2 units plus one CF3 chain 
terminus) was designed to investigate an influence of the chain length (see Fig. 
1.1(a)). 
  
(II) The effect of a variation in the number of chains was investigated with the 
molecule FT10 (see Fig. 1.1(b)). Here, an additional perfluorinated chain was 
attached to the molecule in contrast to FL10. 
 
(III) FL10man was designed to investigate the influence of a functionalized head-
group on the formation of micro-domains and their arrangement. Based on the 
molecule FL10, the OH head group was here replaced by a more polar α-D-
mannose sugar moiety (see Fig. 1.1(c)) to make the molecule bio-functional. 
 
1.1.2 Mannose Binding Cells and Bacteria 
 
E.coli HB101 (pPKl4) 
 
Preliminary adhesion experiments in functionalized µ-fluidic channels were performed 
with the mannose binding bacteria strain, Escherichia Coli (E.Coli) HB101 (pPKl4), 
expressing a high amount of FimH binding proteins at their surface. The strain was 
generously provided by Prof. J. Hacker (Institut für Molekulare Infektionsbiologie, 
IMIB, Universität Würzburg). 
 
J774 Macrophage 
 
For cell experiments in fluid cells a mannose binding cell line of mouse macrophages 
J774 was used, purchased at the “Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und 
Zellkulturen”(DSMZ) (Braunschweig, Germany) 
 
1.1.3 Substrates 
 
Glass substrates for lipid monolayer support: 
 
As solid supports for monolayer experiments glass cover slides (dimensions 24 x 24 
mm, thickness 0.17 mm) from Marienfeld (Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) were used. 
1. MATERIALS AND METHODS  7 
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For further experiments the glass slides were cleaned following the procedure reported 
by Purrucker [Purrucker, 2004]. 
In short: 
 
- Ultrasonication (3min) and subsequent rinsing with acetone and methanol 
 
- Ultrasonication in a solution of 1:1:5 (v/v) H2O2 (30%) :  NH4OH (30%) : water 
for 5 min , and 
 
- soaking in the same solution for another 30 min at 60°C [Kern & Puotinen, 
1970]. 
 
- Finally, they were rinsed intensively with water, dried at 70°C, and stored in 
sealed glass boxes. 
 
LiNbO3 substrates for µ-fluidic channel preparation 
 
The piezoelectric substrate for the preparation of the µ-fluidic setup was a 128° Y-cut, 
X-propagation LiNbO3 single crystal purchased from Advalytix AG (Munich, 
Germany). After an gold layout was applied as electric circuit to the surface the crystal 
was subsequently coated with a thin layer of SiO2 to passivate the material. Further 
details of the final µ-fluidic channel preparation can be found in Chapter 4. 
 
1.1.4 Chemicals and Buffers 
 
If not stated otherwise, all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, 
Germany) and used without further purification. 
 
Phospholipids: 
 
In this study the following commercial lipids were used without further purification 
 
- 1,2-dioleo-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) purchased from Avanti Polar 
Lipids Inc. (Alabaster, AL) 
 
-  1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt 
(Texas Red-PE) from Molecular Probes (Leiden, Netherlands). This 
fluorescence probe is excited at 582 nm and emits at 601 nm. 
 
The chemical structures for both commercial lipids can be found in Appendix A1. 
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Lipid monolayer support: 
 
Glass substrates were functionalized with the commercially available silane 
octyltrimethoxysilane (ODTMS), purchased from ABCR (Karlsruhe, Germany), 
following the procedure published by Mooney et al. [Mooney et al., 1996] and 
Hillebrandt & Tanaka [Hillebrandt & Tanaka, 2001] to serve as solid support for a 
lipid monolayer. 
 
Photolithography: 
 
For fabrication of flat-µ-fluidic channels the following chemicals were used: 
 
− The positive photoresist S1813 from Shipley purchased at Resist Technology 
GmbH (Berlin, Germany) was used to prepare the channel layout on the SiO2 
passivated LiNbO3 chip. 
 
− The negative photoresist SU-8/100 from MicroChem (Newton, Massachusetts, 
USA) purchased at Micro Resist Technology GmbH (Berlin, Germany) was 
used to form casting moulds. 
 
Protective Sheets: 
 
As protective sheet during the lipid monolayer deposition the organic polymer 
polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS) Sylgard 184 purchased at SASCO Holz GmbH 
(Putzbrunn, Germany) was used. 
 
Buffers: 
 
For all aqueous solutions, water from a Millipore purification systems                           
( R > 18 MΩcm, Millipore, Molsheim, France) was used. 
The buffer used in preliminary bacterial adhesion experiment was PBS, at 150 mM 
NaCl (pH 8.0). 
 
Cell Medium: 
 
The medium used for cell culture and µ-fluidic experiments was RPMI 1640 from 
PAA purchased at Biochrom (Berlin, Germany). 
 
Solvents: 
 
For stock solution of lipids and for the artificial fluorinated molecules trichlormethane 
(Chloroform) was used, together with 1,1,2-trichlortrifluoroethane bought from Riedel 
De Haen in a mixing ratio of 1:1. 
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1.2 Film Balance 
 
For the preparation of lipid monolayers several Langmuir trough film balances were 
used all equipped with Wilhelmy plate surface tension sensors [Gaines, 1966]. Short 
descriptions of the used film balances can be found in the following, listed by their 
application. 
 
Langmuir-Schaeffer monolayer deposition could be performed with all in following 
mentioned film balances. In contrast Langmuir-Blodgett depositions were only 
feasible with two film balances equipped with a dipping well. 
 
First a self-built film balance using one barrier was used with a subphase area of 1008 
cm2. The pressure sensor was a filter paper platelet as Wilhelmy plate with a resolution 
of approximately ∆П= ± 0.01 mN/m. 
 
Additionally a standard film balance with one barrier 601A, bought from Nima 
Technology Ltd. (Coventry, England) was used again with a filter paper platelet as 
Wilhelmy plate sensor. The subphase area of the 601A was 900 cm2 and the resolution 
of the sensor was ∆П= ± 0.01 mN/m [Nima homepage, 2008]. 
 
The imaging of free floating monolayers at the air/water interface was done with a film 
balance equipped with an additional window at the trough bottom. This two barrier 
Minitrough film balance was bought from KSV Instruments Ltd. (Helsinki, Finland) 
and had a subphase area of 274 cm2. It utilized a Pt-platelet as Wilhelmy plate sensor 
with a resolution of ∆П= ± 0.004 mN/m [KSV Homepage, 2008]. 
 
For surface potential measurements a film balance MicroTroughX bought from 
KIBRON (Espoo, Finland) was used, additionally equipped with a surface potential 
sensor. This film balance has a subphase area of 462 cm2, a surface pressure resolution 
of ∆П = ± 0.01 mN/m and a surface potential resolution of ∆V = ± 1 mV [KIBRON 
homepage, 2008] 
 
If necessary in the following the film balances are named with their manufacturer 
names KSV, self-built, Nima and KIBRON. 
 
1.2.1 Film Balance Technique 
 
A monolayer of amphiphilic molecules is spread on an aqueous subphase in a 
Langmuir trough. The area of the spread monolayer can be controlled by either one or 
more barriers. An exemplary two barrier Langmuir film balance with surface pressure 
and surface potential sensor is depicted in Fig. 1.2.1. 
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Fig. 1.2.1    Sketch of a two barrier Langmuir film balance with Wilhelmy plate surface pressure 
sensor. The sensor is placed in the middle the trough to measure a monolayer of 
amphiphilic molecules spread and compressed at the air/water interface between the 
barriers. 
 
The presence of an amphiphilic molecule at the air/water interface alters the surface 
tension γ of the system with respect to the tension of pure water γwater. The surface 
pressure П is defined as, 
 
γγ −= waterΠ ,                                                    (1.1) 
 
and can be measured by the technique of the Wilhelmy plate. Therefore a thin 
hydrophilic platelet, either a simple filter paper or a Pt-platelet, with known geometry, 
is attached to a sensitive spring, with known spring constant [Gaines, 1966]. 
 
 
1.2.2 Pressure-Area Isotherms 
 
The П-A-isotherm is a simple way to determine properties of amphiphilic molecule 
monolayers, like molecular area Amol, monolayer phase and phase transition pressures 
and molecular compressibilities [Dynarowicz-Latka et al., 2001]. The surface pressure 
П is measured at constant temperature T as a function of the area A, which can be 
controlled by the position of the barrier. 
 
To form pure monolayers of fluorinated molecules or mixed monolayers of fluorinated 
molecule/phospholipid at the air/water interface a sufficient amount of mixture of lipid 
mixture solved in chloroform and trichlortrifluoroethan was used. The solvents were 
mixed in a ratio of 1:1. During the monolayer experiments the temperature was kept 
constant at T = 20°C by an external temperature control unit. After a sufficient time for 
solvent evaporation t > 45 min the monolayer was compressed by closing the barriers 
while the surface pressure and barrier position was recorded. 
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1.2.3   Surface Potential V of Langmuir Monolayers - ∆V-Area  
Isotherms 
 
A film balance equipped with an additional surface potential sensor was used to record 
∆V-A-isotherms in parallel to П-A-isotherms. The used sensor was based on the so-
called vibrating capacitor technique, a modification of the Kelvin probe principle 
[Dynarowicz-Latka et al., 2001].  
 
A capacitor electrode plate is placed in a short distance (~2 mm) above the air/water 
interface, while a counter electrode plate is placed onto the bottom of the Langmuir 
trough (Fig. 1.2.2).  
 
 
 
Fig.  1.2.2  Sketch of a surface potential setup, using a vibrating plate capacitor. 
 
The vibrating plate electrode oscillating at fixed frequency causes an effective output 
voltage that is characteristic for various dielectric layers water, molecule and air in 
between the two capacitor plates. After a calibration measurement of a clean air-water 
surface, the application of an additional lipid monolayer alters the effective surface 
potential and the difference between the potentials ∆V  of the spread monolayer at the 
air/water interface Vlayer and the clean surface Vwater is given as, 
 
waterlayer VVV −=∆ .                                                    (1.2) 
 
Comparable to the behavior of thin films on metal plates, amphiphilic molecules can 
possess a dipole moment µ and therefore change the surface potential of the clean 
water surface Vwater. The change in surface potential ∆V for a monolayer of uncharged 
molecules is, according to Gaines [Gaines, 1966], given by 
 
molA
mV
ε
µ
ε
⊥⊥
==∆ .                                                           (1.3) 
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Here, ⊥m  is the dipole density normal to the air/water interface and ε is the relative 
dielectric constant of the monolayer. The molecular dipole moment ⊥µ  perpendicular 
to the surface is then given by molAm ⋅= ⊥⊥µ . 
 
1.2.4 Langmuir-Blodgett Deposition (LB) 
 
As preparation method of monolayers for lower leaflets of asymmetric membranes the 
Langmuir-Blodgett technique was used [Blodgett, 1934; Blodgett, 1935; Blodgett & 
Langmuir, 1937]. 
 
The trough of a one barrier film balance is therefore equipped with a dipping well, 
placed at the opposing site of the barrier, as shown in Fig. 1.2.3(a). 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.2.3   (a) Sketch of a film balance setup with dipping well and sample lift. (b) The beforehand 
immersed hydrophilic sample is lifted at a target pressure ПT. (c) A schematic drawing of 
a LB transferred monolayer on a hydrophilic glass sample. 
 
A sample lift is installed directly above the dipping well in order to fix a hydrophilic 
glass sample immersed into the subphase during the solved molecule mixture was 
spread to the air/water interface (see Fig 1.2.3(b)). After solvent evaporation and film 
compression to a lateral target pressure ПT the substrate is pulled out at a constant 
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transfer velocity of vT = 2 mms-1 and the film was deposited while the lateral pressure 
was kept constant by a control unit. Fig. 1.2.3(c) shows the monolayer coated glass 
sample, where the lipid monolayer is transferred on both sides with the head groups 
oriented to the glass surface. 
 
1.2.5 Langmuir-Schaeffer Deposition (LS) 
 
The transfer of a monolayer of amphiphilic molecules from the air/water interface to a 
glass surface with the hydrophobic chains pointing to the solid support can be done by 
the Langmuir-Schaeffer technique. This transfer technique was used to build up the 
upper leaflet of a lipid bilayer, as reported by Tamm & McConnell [Tamm & 
McConnell, 1985] and Charitat et al. [Charitat et al., 1999]. 
 
A monolayer of amphiphilic molecules is spread to the air/water interface of a 
Langmuir trough. After solvent evaporation and compression to a target pressure piT, a 
hydrophobic glass sample is dipped onto the lipid monolayer (see Fig. 1.2.4(a)). 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.2.4   (a) Sketch of a film balance setup for the procedure of a Langmuir-Schaeffer deposition. 
The monolayer is compressed up to a target pressure ПT. (b) After equilibration a 
hydrophobic sample is dipped onto the monolayer. (c) A schematic drawing of LS 
transferred monolayer onto a hydrophobic glass sample mounted in a fluid cell. 
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Since the LS transferred lipid monolayer is unstable in air, the floating glass sample is 
pushed through the air/water interface horizontally as depicted in Fig. 1.2.4(b) and 
mounted in a half open fluid cell (see Fig. 1.2.4(c)). In the resulting surface supported 
monolayer, the hydrophobic anchor chains are pointed towards the hydrophobic 
substrate, while the hydrophilic head groups are accessible from the bulk. 
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1.3 Fluorescence Microscopy 
 
For the visualization of fluorescence images, the following objectives were used in an 
inverted fluorescence microscope (Axiovert 200, Carl Zeiss, Göttigen, Germany) 
 
- 20x long distance (LD) objective (Achroplan, N.A. 0.40), 
 
- 63x long distance (LD) objective (Achroplan, N.A. 0.75) and 
 
- 100x oil immersion, 
 
purchased from Carl Zeiss. 
 
As filter set for the used fluorescence probe Texas Red a combination of exciter 
(560/40 nm), dichroic mirror (585 nm) and emitter (630/75 nm) was used. Optional to 
the commonly used X-Y-sample stage, (see Fig. 1.3(a)), a Langmuir trough equipped 
with a window, was mounted on top of the microscope, replacing said sample stage, as 
depicted in Fig. 1.3(b). This setup allows for taking images of the fluorescence labeled 
monolayer through a glass window during and after the compression. 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.3  Sketch of the inverted microscope setup with (a) sample cell and (b) Langmuir trough 
equipped with a observation window. 
 
For µ-fluidic experiments (see Chapter 4) the 20x LD objective was used in a standard 
upright microscope (Helmut Hund, Wetzlar, Germany). 
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1.4  Effective Micro-Domain Potential -  
         Potential of Mean Force –ßw(r) 
 
In natural membranes, functional lipid micro-domains are postulated to play a key role 
in complex cellular functions [Simons & Ikonen, 1997]. Their formation and 
distribution in natural systems has been studied before [Gege et al., 2004]. 
 
The lateral distribution of fluorinated micro-domains, as depicted in Fig. 1.4.1 was 
studied by image processing. The calculated radial distribution function g(r) and the 
potential of mean force –ßw(r), the effective inter-particle potential of micro-domains, 
give a measure of the structure in the arrangement of detected micro-domains within 
the lipid bilayer membrane. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.4.1   Sketch of a supported monolayer on a hydrophobic glass surface structured with micro-
domains of the fluorinated molecules. 
 
Samples for image processing were Langmuir-Schaeffer transferred mixed lipid 
monolayers at various molar fractions χ of fluorinated molecules, incorporated in a 
phospholipid matrix of 1,2-dioleo-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC). To visualize 
the micro-domains the fluorescence tracer 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (Texas Red-PE), was added in a molar 
fraction of 0.1 to 0.2 mol% into the stock solutions. Texas Red-PE preferentially 
locates in the more disordered “liquid expanded” phase of DOPC and is expelled from 
the highly ordered phase of the fluorinated molecules. Therefore the micro-domains 
appear as black spots. At least 50 images for each transferred monolayer were taken, 
stored in a stack and processed afterwards. 
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1.4.1 Image Processing 
 
The images were processed with the image analysis software “Cellenger Developer 
Studios” (Definiens AG, Munich, Germany) to define single micro-domains of 
fluorinated molecules in the transferred monolayer according the following steps: 
 
-  Select pixels below a distinct brightness threshold and define them as 
segment of a micro-domain  
 
-  Select pixels below a distinct next pixel contrast threshold and define 
them as segment of a micro-domain 
 
-  Merge the previously selected, neighboring pixels to form a single 
compact domain (red) 
 
-  Discard all domains below an area of 4 pixels  
 
-  Define all not selected pixels as background (blue) 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.4.2   (a) Fluorescence image of a transferred monolayer (b) after image analysis a red bordered 
region of interest was analyzed. Red spots are detected micro-domains, while the blue area 
is the surrounding matrix. 
 
A fluorescence image of a monolayer incorporating fluorinated domains is shown in 
Fig. 1.4.2(a). The correspondent processed image is shown in Fig. 1.4.2(b).  
In the region boarded with a red frame, the red highlighted particles represent detected 
micro-domains, while the surrounding matrix of phospholipids is homogeneously 
colored in blue. 
 
After processing a stack of images, the information about the absolute positions in 
each picture and the area of micro-domains was stored and used afterwards to 
determine a radial distribution. 
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1.4.2 Radial Distribution Function g(r) 
 
The calculation of a radial distribution function g(r) is a convenient and common 
method to obtain structural information of colloidal suspensions [Hansen, 2007; 
Israelachvili, 1991; Belloni, 2000; Quesada-Pérez et al., 2002]. Beside this it was 
already used to characterize two-dimensional colloidal systems shown by Brunner et 
al. and Quesada et al. [Quesada-Pérez et al., 2001; Brunner, 2003].  
Since fluorinated molecules form micro-domains comparable to colloidal crystals (see 
Chapter 2.1) a radial distribution function g(r) was determined, to derive information 
about the particle correlations. 
 
Starting from a selected micro-domain (see in Fig 1.4.3(left) colored in black) the 
number ∆N of micro-domains located in a ring with width ∆r were counted.  
 
 
 
Fig.  1.4.3   (a) Sketch of the micro-domains (red) arranged in the matrix of phospholipids (blue)         
(b) the radial distribution function g(r) vs. the distance from the domain center 
 
The density distribution ρSD(r) for a single micro-domain is obtained by dividing ∆N 
by the area ∆A of the correspondent ring: 
 
)(
)()(
rrA
rrN
rSD ∆+∆
∆+∆
=ρ .                                                       (1.3) 
 
Subsequently ρSD(r) is normalized by the total density of the frame ρtot to obtain the 
radial distribution function gSD(r) of a single micro-domain: 
 
tot
SD
SD
r
rg
ρ
ρ )()( = .                                                              (1.4) 
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More than 2000 domains in >50 images were analyzed according to the reported 
procedure. The total radial distribution function g(r) is obtained as a sum of all gSD(r), 
normalized by the total number of analyzed micro-domains Ntot, 
 
tot
SD
N
rg
rg ∑=
)()( .                                                     (1.5) 
 
Exemplarily the radial distribution function g(r), for a quasi hexagonal arrangement of 
particles can be seen in Fig. 1.4.3(right). The oscillation of the radial distribution 
function around g(r) = 1 implies the quasi hexagonal structure in the arrangement of 
particles around the starting particle. The centre of the first second or additional rings 
with high density of particles around the starting particle can be determined from the 
maxima position in the radial distribution function.  
 
1.4.3 Potential of Mean Force –ßw(r) 
 
Usually three different potentials in a system of colloidal particles can be distinguished 
as the direct pair potential, the solvent-averaged effective pair potential and the mean 
force potential [Belloni, 2000]. 
 
In general a pair interaction between neighboring particles can be separated in two 
contributions (I) an attractive short range and (II) a repulsive long-range interaction, 
dependent of the particle nature like shape and charge. These interactions can be 
modeled by various types of potentials, for instance a hard-sphere, soft-sphere, 
Lennard-Jones or square-well potential. 
 
Two particles interact via a pair potential u(r) with each other. If mediating and 
averaging effects of a solvent between the particles have to be taken into account an 
effective pair interaction ueff(r) may be defined. 
 
In the case of a multi-particle system the interaction between two particles is not only 
influenced by their own pair interaction, but also by contributions of the neighboring 
particles. Therefore the potential determined from the radial distribution function is a 
potential of mean force w(r), representing all existing interactions between the 
particles in a defined region. 
 
The potential of mean force w(r) is calculated from the radial distribution function g(r) 
according to the inverse work theorem [Hansen, 2007], 
 
( )[ ]rgrw ln)( =− β .                                                      (1.6) 
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where TkB1=β . The potential for the exemplarily particle distribution (see            
Fig. 1.4.3(a)) is shown in Fig 1.4.4(a). 
 
1.4.4 Molecular Spring Model 
 
A spring model interconnecting the micro-domains by springs with defined constant k, 
as depicted in Fig. 1.4.4(b) is an appropriated model to describe a colloidal system at 
given boundary conditions with an interacting potential –ßw(r) [Nikolaides et al., 
2002]. The shape of the determined potential of mean force –ßw(r) can be estimated 
around the position of the first minima with a harmonic potential v(r): 
 
rkrvrv `
2
1)()( 1 += ,                                                    (1.7) 
 
where k' is the spring constant representing the strength of the interacting potential and 
v(r1) is the initial potential at the position of the first order minimum.  
The spring constant k’ is a measure for the displacement of a single micro-domain 
around the first minimum r1 and therefore for the strength of the potential of mean 
force. 
 
In Fig. 1.4.4(a) the harmonic potential, calculated by Equation (1.7) is illustrated by a 
red fit. 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.4.4   (a) Potential of mean force -ßw(r) calculated from the radial distribution function g(r) 
using the inverse work theorem [Hansen, 2007]. (b) A lattice of colloidal molecules 
connected by imaginary springs. 
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1.5 Grazing Incidents X-Ray Diffraction (GIXD) 
 
As an applicable technique to investigate the molecular structure of two-dimensional 
surfaces at the air/water interface grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) was 
used. Experiments employing this technique have already been performed for instance 
with two dimensional lattices of quantum dots, with monolayers formed by 
amphiphilic molecules or in particular with partially fluorinated molecules [Wiegart et 
al., 2005; Metzger et al., 1999; Barton et al., 1991]. 
 
1.5.1 Diffraction Geometry 
 
A sample is placed on the sample stage of the experimental setup. The incoming X-ray 
beam ki hits the sample below 80% of the critical angle αc and is totally reflected. An 
evanescent wave is exited along the footprint of the incoming ki beam and diffracts at 
the lateral two-dimensional lattice of the monolayer. 
 
In Fig. 1.5.1(a) a schematic view from the top of the setup is presented, in (b) the 
diffraction geometry of the beam is depicted.  
 
 
 
Fig.  1.5.1   Sketch of the ID10B GIXD setup at the ESRF (a) top view, (b) diffraction geometry. 
 
In a two-dimensional lattice of ordered molecules, the above mentioned scattering 
geometry confines the scattering vector and exhibit Bragg rods (see Fig. 1.5.2) where 
the Bragg condition  
 
( )Bsin2 Θd xy=λ ,                                                      (1.8) 
 
is fulfilled. In Equation (1.8), dxy is the correlation length, representing the lattice 
spacing within the sample and ΘB is the Bragg angle, corresponding to an angle of 2Θ 
in the GIXD setup, see Fig. 1.5.1(a). 
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The lateral scattering vector qxy, in reciprocal space can be recalculated from the 
correlation length dxy by the relation   
 
xy
xy d
q pi2= .                                                            (1.9) 
Using Equation (1.9), the Bragg Relation (1.8) can be rewritten as 
 
( )Θqxy 2sin4λ
pi
= ,                                                (1.10) 
 
with respect to the reciprocal lattice vector qxy. 
 
The diffracted beam fraction kf is finally detected with a position sensitive detector 
(PSD). Since a line-detector was used as PSD in the experimental setup, a diffraction 
contribution of kf in z-direction has also to be considered. For this contribution a 
vertical scattering vector qz is given by  
 
( )fsin2 αλ
pi
=zq .                                                    (1.11) 
 
In the two-dimensional lattice of rod-like molecules three possible closest packing 
structures (shown in Fig. 1.5.2) can be considered as reported by Als-Nielsen et al. 
[Als-Nielsen et al., 1994].  
 
 
Fig.  1.5.2   Possible structures and diffraction of rod like molecules in a monolayer (from [Als-
Nielsen et al., 1994]). 
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In the special case of a molecule oriented perpendicular to the air/water surface, the 
intensity along the Bragg rod exhibits a maximum at qz = 0. For molecules tilted with 
respect to the air/water interface, the intensity maximum in the reciprocal intensity 
map can shift in qz and qxy. 
 
1.5.2 Experimental Setup 
 
Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction experiments were performed at the beam-line 
ID10B (TROIKA II) of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) 
(Grenoble, France). Its high flexibility in performing air/water, air/solid and 
water/solid experiments has already been reported [Smilgies et al., 2005]. 
  
Lipid monolayers were spread on the Langmuir trough mounted in horizontal 
alignment onto the sample stage of the beam-line. A monochromatic incident beam (λ 
= 1.54 Å) was extracted from the synchrotron beam using a diamond [111] double 
crystal, impinging on the sample at an incident angle of αi = 0.18°, which is 
approximately 80% of the angle of total reflection for water at this wavelength. The 
Langmuir trough was sealed for the measurements by a plastic hard-cover with Kapton 
foil windows and purged with humidified He2 to avoid further scattering in air and to 
minimize radiation damage by oxygen radicals. The enclosed oxygen concentration 
was therefore reduced below a level of 0.1 %. 
Between Langmuir trough and line detector an evacuated Soller collimator was placed 
to suppress further scattering in air and to increase the signal at the PSD. The 
collimator collected the diffracted beam under an angle of 0.08° which corresponds to 
a maximum angular resolution of ∆qxy = 6 · 10-3 Å–1 for the Soller setup. 
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2 Two-Dimensional Colloidal 
Crystals of Self Assembled 
Fluorinated Lipid Domains 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, the properties of synthetic fluorinated molecules to de-mix and 
self-assemble into micro-domains in presence of a phospholipid matrix, will be 
representatively demonstrated for the fluorinated compound FL17 dispersed in a 
matrix of DOPC. 
 
As introduced in Chapter 1.1.1 the molecule FL17 is composed of two chains 
with 16 CF2 subunits and one CF3 terminal unit. In Fig. 2.1 the space filling 
model of FL17 is presented.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1   A so-called space filling model of the fluorinated compound FL17 [created in 
ChemDraw by Dr. Andreea Pasc]. Fluor atoms are indicated as green spheres, while 
oxygen is colored in red, hydrogen in white and carbon in grey. 
 
Here, the two fully fluorinated chains are indicated by green spheres representing 
flour and grey spheres representing carbon atoms. The molecular backbone 
connecting the fluorinated chains with an OH head-group is small compared to 
the chains and has therefore no influence on the unique de-mixing properties of 
the molecule. Within this backbone red colored spheres represent oxygen and 
white spheres hydrogen. 
 
Mixed FL17/DOPC monolayers at various molar fractions χFL17 of FL17 were 
transferred onto hydrophobic glass surfaces at a defined transfer pressure ПT. 
Fluorescence images of the transferred monolayer were made and by image 
processing FL17 micro-domains could be detected and highlighted. 
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From this specific parameters of the investigated system, such as the domain area 
the center-to-center distances were obtained wherefrom the mean micro-domain 
diameter <dFLl7>, the mean distance between domain centers <rFLl7>, the radial 
distribution function gFL17(r) and the mean force potential –ßwFL17(r) could be 
extracted. Spring constants k’ could be derived from the first minimum of the 
potential of mean force assuming a harmonic potential. These spring constants 
provide a quantitative measure for the potential strength. 
  
To determine the chain-chain correlation within the micro-domains in mixed 
monolayers, grazing incidents X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements were 
performed. A scattering length (which corresponds to the distance between 
scattering layers, formed by the ordered arrangement of the fluorinated 
molecules) was calculated from the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 
the measured peaks. 
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2.2 Monolayer Transfer and Image Processing 
 
Mixed phospholipids monolayers incorporating FL17 at molar fractions χFL17 = 5, 
10, 20 and 33 mol% were spread from stock solutions and compressed to a 
transfer surface pressure of ПT = 25 mNm-1. After compression and subsequently 
equilibration the monolayers were transferred by LS-transfer technique from the 
air-water interface onto a previously cleaned, hydrophobized glass surface. 
 
The stability of micro-domains and their arrangement was proved by the 
comparison of fluorescence images of the monolayers taken both at the air-water 
interface and after transfer onto the solid substrate. Since the two kinds of images 
were found to be identical (see Chapter 3.2), the transferred monolayers were 
used for further image processing. More than 50 images of a single transferred 
monolayer were taken at various locations of the monolayer to reduce the impact 
of either locally confined substructures or damaging effects of the transfer in the 
arrangement of the micro-domains. For each molar fraction a stack of images 
was acquired. 
 
Fig. 2.2.1(a) presents a transferred fluorescence image of the monolayer with 
χFL17 = 33 mol%, in which FL17 micro-domains can be identified as dark spots. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.1    (a) Fluorescence image of a transferred monolayer at a molar fraction of χFL17 = 33 
mol%. (b) The identical image after processing, whereby the red frame represents a 
region of interest with a size of 50x50 µm. Red spots represent detected micro-
domains, while the blue area corresponds to the surrounding matrix. As an inset a 
more detailed zoom-in is shown to visualize the micro-domain/matrix detection. 
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Owing to the fact that fluorocarbon chains of fluorinated molecules take a solid, 
helical conformation even at low surface pressure (this was verified by wide 
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) measurements, see Appendix A.3 for more 
details), so that the used fluorescent lipid tracer Texas Red-PE is excluded from 
the fluorinated micro-domains into the fluid lipid phospholipids matrix. 
The image processing was done by a self-developed routine as reported in 
Chapter 1.4.1and results in a 50x50 µm region of interest where detected micro-
domains were highlighted in red, while the phospholipid matrix was colored in 
blue as shown in Fig. 2.2.1(b). To better visualize the detected micro-domains a 
zoom-in is shown in Fig. 2.2.1(b) as an inset. 
 
2.2.1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of Mixed Monolayer 
Images 
 
A two-dimensional Fourier transform of the stack of images was performed to 
obtain the characteristic length scales of the ordered domains.  
 
For the processed image stack of the transferred monolayer with a molar fraction 
χFL17 = 33 mol% (shown in Fig. 2.2.1(a)), the Fourier transform is presented in 
Fig. 2.2.2(a). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.2    (a) A two dimensional Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the stack of images (b) 
the radial integration of the FFT around the center shows a plateau representing the 
characteristic lengths for the micro-domains of 0.4 to 1 µm. 
 
A circular halo is observed close to the center of the reciprocal image. The radial 
integration of the circular halo, presented vs. the reciprocal length s in Fig. 
2.2.2(b) exhibits a plateau, reflecting the characteristic lengths scales of the 
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sample structure of about 0.4 to 1 µm. This coincides with the lateral dimensions 
of micro-domains and their mean distance respectively. 
 
2.2.2 Size Distribution and Mean Diameter <dFL17> 
 
In addition to the Fourier transform, a detailed analysis of the micro-domains was 
performed according to the procedure reported in Chapter 1.4.  
 
The size distributions obtained for FL17 micro-domains in DOPC monolayers at 
molar fractions χFL17 = 5, 10, 20 and 33 mol% are presented in Fig. 2.2.3(a). The 
histogram for each composition was obtained by averaging over a stack of 
fluorescence images. From the correspondent size distribution the mean diameter 
<dFL17>χ for the micro-domains at a defined molar fraction was determined, 
presented in Fig. 2.2.3(b) as a function of χFL17. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.3    (a) Size distribution of the micro-domains at the different molar fractions χFL17.     
(b) Mean domain diameter <dFL17>χ as a function of χFL17. A mean diameter 
<dFL17> = (0.33 ± 0.08) µm could be determined for all monolayers incorporating 
FL17 micro-domains. 
 
The linear fit in Fig. 2.2.3(b) indicates that FL17 micro-domains have almost 
constant size for all mixing ratios. Thus, a mean diameter <dFL17> = (0.33 ± 
0.08) µm for all mixing ratios could be determined as average of all mean 
diameters <dFL17>χ. This value coincides well with the plateau obtained from the 
FFT (~0.4 µm) performed in Chapter 2.2.1. 
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2.3 X-Ray Measurements 
 
Since the fluorescence microscopy technique is limited in the resolution of a few 
100 nm, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements were carried 
out, to study the lateral, sub-micron structure of the monolayers as described in 
Chapter 1.5. 
 
2.3.1 Analyzer crystal setup 
 
Experiments were carried out at the air/water interface at several different 
locations of the sample to minimize artifacts from radiation damage or sample 
inhomogeneity. A molar fraction χFL17 = 50 mol% was chosen to obtain sufficient 
diffraction intensities. 
 
For experiments with FL17 molecules, a slightly modified setup including an 
analyzer crystal optics (depicted in Fig. 2.3.1(a)) was used instead of the more 
commonly used Soller collimator to resolve lateral structures larger than 0.1 µm. 
The analyzer crystal optics allowed to gain a higher angular resolution (∆qxy = 
10–4 Å–1) compared to the Soller collimator (∆qxy = 6 · 10-3 Å–1). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3.1    (a) Sketch of the grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) setup, modified with 
an analyzer crystal optics (Si(111)). The scattering geometry is presented as an 
inset. (b) The impinging beam fulfils the Bragg condition at different at the analyzer 
crystal and appears therefore bended at the detector. The result is a curved 
diffraction (red line) at the detector. 
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.3.1(a) the analyzer crystal is lined up in the out-coming 
beam kf, diffracted at the sample plane. The crystal can be rotated by an angle τB 
to set the Bragg condition for the incident beam.  Only the fraction of the beam kf 
that fulfills the Bragg condition is reflected at the crystal surface and hits the 
detector as indicated in Fig. 2.3.1(b).  
This refines the diffracted beam to a signal with higher angular resolution, but 
cause also an immensely reduced intensity of the scattering signal, which is a 
notable disadvantage of this technique. Thus, in particular fluorinated lipids, 
which exhibit a huge scattering signal, turn out to be very attractive for this 
technique, since biological samples show basically weak intensities. 
 
Since a linear point sensitive detector (PSD) was used for detection, the vertical 
component qz of the scattered beam has to be taken into account. For an offset 
angle η for kf the Bragg condition is fulfilled at an slightly detuned angle of the 
analyzer crystal. The Bragg angle for the used Si(111) analyzer crystal was 
determined by the preliminary calibration measurements for the X-ray 
wavelength of λ = 1.54 Å to be τB = 14.35°. 
According to Smilgies [Smilgies, 2003], the detuning of the Bragg angle can be 
approximated by 
 
( )
2
tan
2η
ττ ⋅−=∆ B .                                        (2.1) 
 
This equation can be approximated from the exact deviation relation 
( )( ) ( ) ( )ητητ cossinsin B=  by a Taylor expansion of ( )τsin  at τ = τB and of cos(η) to 
second order. From this, one can see that the detuning increases therefore 
quadratic with the offset angle η . 
 
For the measurement of the diffracted intensities with respect to qxy the linear 
detector-analyzer crystal setup was moved as a fixed unit, replacing a simple 
detector. The detuning of the Bragg angle for the vertical component qz at an 
offset angle η was therefore not corrected for each qxy. Thus, the collected 
intensities appear to the detector setup as if the beam would have a small in-plane 
deviation ε (η), as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.1(a). 
The image distortion for small offset angles η < 5° is given by the equation 
 
( )
2
tan)(
2η
τηε ⋅−= B .                          (2.2) 
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To obtain the recalculated intensity map the true scattering angle ψ can be 
determined by the equation 
 
( )ηε+= ΘΨ 2 .                                 (2.3) 
 
The measured intensity maps I(2Θ,η) has therefore to be corrected according to 
Equation (2.3). 
 
Fig. 2.3.2(a) shows a measured, detuned reciprocal space map for the fluorinated 
compound FL17, where the distortion function ε (η) is indicated by a red line. 
The intensity, integrated along qz is presented in the graph below (see Fig. 2.3.2 
(b)) and shows a broad peak with a smeared edge to larger qxy. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3.2    (a) The measured reciprocal space map (a) and its reconstructed counterpart (c). 
The red line represents the bending function ε (η) in respect to the deviation in qz. 
The intensity integrated along qz is presented in the lower row for both space maps 
(b + d). The corrected intensity plot shows a full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
of 1.6 x 10-3 Å-1 assigned to scattering length of L = (0.35 ± 0.01) µm of the 
scattering signals, as calculated by the Scherrer equation. 
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The reciprocal space map reconstructed according to Equation (2.3) is presented 
in Fig. 2.3.2 (c). The intensity map was integrated along qz, and shows a sharp 
peak at qxy = 1.285 Å–1 see Fig. 2.3.2 (d), denoting that the fluorocarbon chains 
take an upright orientation in a hexagonal arrangement. 
 
Out of the peak position, a correlation length of 4.89 Å could be calculated by 
Equation (1.10). With the assumption of a hexagonal lattice the corresponding 
distance between fluorocarbon chains was calculated be moFLd 17  = (5.65 ± 0.01) Å. 
This value agrees well with the value reported from the crystallography of 
ordered fluorocarbon chains [Bunn & Howell, 1954]. 
 
2.3.2 Crystal Size – The Scherrer Equation 
 
As already mentioned, an advantage of the analyzer crystal optics is the higher 
angular resolution. This effect is extremely useful for the determination of the 
lateral dimensions of single diffracting crystals, i.e. here, the diameter of 
diffracting domains. The diffracted intensity peak width becomes broader, as the 
crystal size decrease [Guinier, 1963]. Therefore the dimension of a scattering 
object can be recalculated from this width.  
This provides an experimental method to determine the size of submicroscopic 
crystals for which the mean diameter of a single crystal has to be at least in the 
order of 0.1µm. 
 
According to Guinier the angular width of the diffracted intensity peak ∆(2θ) can 
be determined for a scattering crystal by the so called Scherrer equation, 
 
( ) ( ) ( )0cos9.0 ΘL2Θ∆ λ= ,                  (2.4) 
 
where a size L=Nd is defined by the number N of scattering planes in the 2D 
crystal and their spacing d.  
 
By a transcription from the angular to the width in the reciprocal space via the 
relation ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2Θ∆Θq∆ Bxy cos2 λpi= , Equation (2.4) can be written as 
 ( )
xyqL ∆= )2(9.0 pi .                                         (2.5) 
 
 
The width of the intensity peak ∆(qxy) in reciprocal space can be identified as the 
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the measured integrated intensity as 
can be seen in Fig. 2.3.2(d). In order to improve the accuracy of the calculated 
results the peak width has to be corrected by the instrumental resolution ∆qxy. 
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Finally Equation (2.5) can be written as 
 
22)2(9.0 xyqFWHML ∆−= pi .                               (2.6) 
 
For the fluorinated compound FL17 a width of the intensity peak FWHM = (1.6 ± 
0.1) × 10–3 Å–1 was determined leading by Equation (2.6) to a scattering length, 
i.e. the average size of a crystallite, of L = (0.35 ± 0.01) µm. The obtained value 
agrees well with the plateau obtained from the FFT (∼0.4 µm, see Fig. 2.2.2(b)) 
and therefore also with the mean diameter calculation (<dFL17> = (0.33 ± 0.08) 
µm, see Fig. 2.2.3(b)). 
 
This result is remarkable, since it implies that each FL17 domain consists of only 
one single crystallite. In fact, this is one of the first demonstrations that utilize the 
analyzer crystal optics in combination with an in-plane X-ray scattering 
technique to resolve sub-micrometer organic crystallites in two-dimensions. This 
achievement was possible, owing to the very high in-plane ordering and high 
electron density of fluorocarbon chains. 
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2.4 Nearest Neighbor Distribution Function p(r) 
 
Since self-assembled FL17 micro-domains have an identical, well defined size at 
various molar fractions (χFL17 = 5 – 33 mol%), it is straightforward to describe 
them as two-dimensional colloidal particles. To quantify their lateral correlation 
within the mixed monolayers, the distance distribution for the nearest neighbors 
(distance between the centres of mass defined by image processing) r was 
extracted for more than 2000 domains in monolayers at various molar fractions 
χFL17.  
 
The distance distribution function p(r) plotted versus r/L is presented in Fig. 
2.4.1, where r is normalized with the domain size L = (0.35 ± 0.01) µm, obtained 
from the GIXD measurements.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4.1    (a) The nearest neighbor distribution function p(r) extracted from the center-to-
center distance of the nearest neighbor micro-domains vs. the normalized distance, 
where L is the crystal diameter obtained by GIXD measurements. (b) The mean 
micro-domain distance <rFL17>χ vs. the molar fraction χFL17. 
 
In this plot, the peak position of a Gaussian fit (black line) corresponds to the 
mean inter-domain distance <rFL17>χ at each molar fraction. As can be seen for 
the monolayer with a molar fraction of 33 mol%, p(r) has a very sharp peak at 
<rFL17>33 mol% /L = (2.0 ± 0.5). This finding suggests that each domain is confined 
at a finite distance from the neighbors but does not merge with others to 
minimize the boundary length to the hydrocarbon surrounding, in contrast to 
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other commonly used domain forming systems, like lipid/cholesterol mixtures 
[Mukerjee & Maxfield, 2004]. 
  
Results for mixed monolayer with smaller molar fraction for FL17 show a 
systematic shift in the peak position to larger mean nearest neighbor distances 
from <rFL17>20 mol% /L = (2.7 ± 0.7) to <rFL17>10 mol% /L = (3.6 ± 1.3), and                         
<rFL17>5 mol% /L = (6.3 ± 2.8), accompanied by an increase in peak width. 
Nevertheless it is notable that a distinct peak can be found even for the 
monolayer with χFL17 = 5 mol% of FL17, where micro-domains are still 
correlated even if the center-to-center distance is 6 times larger than the domain 
size. This suggests the presence of an effective repulsive interaction between the 
fluorinated micro-domains.  
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2.5 Radial Distribution Function g(r) 
 
As the consequence of the presence of a repulsive interaction potential among the 
domains, resolved from Chapter 2.4, the long-range correlations between micro-
domains of self-assembled fluorinated molecules can be treated as an analogue of 
two-dimensional colloidal crystallization of like-charged colloidal particles 
[Quesada-Pérez et al., 2002]. In a system of charged particles, an additional 
contribution to the pair interaction between the neighboring particles has to be 
taken into account beyond a critical particle density ρc, which is dependent from 
particle charge and matrix screening.  
 
In order to quantitatively evaluate the multiple micro-domain correlations, the 
radial distribution function g(r) of >2000 domains was determined according to 
the procedure presented in Chapter 1.4.2. In Fig. 2.5.1 g(r) is presented versus 
the normalized distance r/L for varying molar fractions. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5.1    The radial distribution function g(r) calculated from the absolute center distances 
between each micro-domain in the corresponding frame. 
 
The first maximum in the radial distribution function represents the mean 
distance to the next neighbors of a particle. For g(r) all existing pair correlations 
in the region of interest are taken into account, which is in contrast to p(r), that 
merely considers correlations between the nearest neighbors. 
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Mean next neighbor distances for various molar fraction were determined to  
<r>33 mol% /L = (2.3 ± 0.2), <r>20 mol% /L = (3.3 ± 0.5), and                                
<r>10 mol% /L = (4.3 ± 0.8). Note that the broad peak at χFL17 = 5 mol% seen in 
Fig. 2.4.1(left) cannot be identified any longer in this plot, although the first 
order peaks of the other compositions in Fig. 2.5.1 agree well to the peak 
positions of their correspondent p(r). This and a slight shift to greater values for 
all compositions in contrast to the mean nearest neighbor distances was observed, 
owing to the contribution of all micro-domain distances to the determination of 
the mean next neighbor distance.  
 
Furthermore the radial distribution function points, on one hand, the existence of 
correlations that reach much further than the nearest neighbor distances described 
by p(r). On the other hand the presence of second and third order maxima at high 
molar fractions implies a quasi hexagonal ordering for the micro-domains in the 
phospholipids matrix. With decreasing molar fraction the ordering is 
progressively lost. 
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2.6 Micro-Domain Interaction Potential –ßw(r) 
 
Using the inverse work theorem [Hansen, 2007], g(r) was related to the so-called 
potential of mean force -βw(r), where β = 1/kBT. As one can see from Equation 
1.6, this potential is of free energy nature and includes multi particle interactions. 
In fact w(r) is equal to the direct pair potentials between two particles only for 
infinitely diluted system [Belloni, 2000].  
 
As shown in Fig. 2.6.1, the position and width of the first order minimum 
increases with the decrease in the molar fraction χFL17, while both, first and 
second order potential minima can be identified at χFL17 ≥ 10 mol%.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6.1    The potential of mean force –ßw(r) vs. the normalized distance r/L calculated from 
the radial distribution function g(r) by the inverse work theorem. From a harmonic 
fit (red fit) of the first potential minimum, spring constants k’ could be derived. 
 
Spring constants k’ could be calculated by assuming a harmonic potential at the 
first minimum of -βw(r) to k’33mol% = 1.7, k’20mol% = 0.4 and    k’10mol% = 0.3. The 
decrease in k’ represents the weaker interaction potential at lower molar 
fractions.  
The mixed monolayer at χFL17 = 5 mol% shows only negligible long range 
interactions, since no fit could be performed. For this mixing ratio the potential 
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can be seen as representative for an effective pair-correlation potential ueff(r) of 
fluorinated micro-domains and screening matrix. 
 
According to the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory for 
colloids in charge stabilized suspensions the effective interaction is given by a 
Yukawa potential –ßwYuk(r) [Verwey & Overbeck, 1948; Evans & Wennerström, 
1994] in terms of 
 
( ) xxAxßw yuk /*exp*)( κ−=− ,                                      (2.1) 
 
where x is the normalized distance r/L, A is an initial potential and κ the 
characteristic screening length in the system. Here, the stabilization is mainly 
modulated by the surrounding lipid matrix. 
 
For visualization purposes the potentials were multiplied by the normalized 
radius r/L. In the case of the Yukawa potential this results in a linear graph. In 
Fig. 2.6.2 the potentials extracted from Fig. 2.6.1 are shown together with a fitted 
Yukawa potential (solid line). 
                                                                 
 
 
Fig. 2.6.2    -ßw(r)(r/L) vs. the normalized radius for the potentials of FL17 micro-domains at 
various molar fractions. The solid line represents a fitted Yukawa potential, forming 
a straight line. Only micro-domains at a molar fraction of 5 mol% fulfill this 
condition. 
 
Only in the case of micro-domains in mixed monolayers at a molar fraction of    
5 mol% the arrangement fulfills the conditions of a Yukawa potential, 
representing the case of statistical arrangement mainly independent from multi 
particle interactions.
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3  Influence of Molecular Structure on 
the Micro-/Nano-Domains of 
Fluorinated Lipids: Fine-tuning of 
Domain Size and Distribution 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes the fine-tuning of domain size and distribution by distinct 
changes in molecular chemistry. Here, the influence of chain length, numbers of 
chains and head group functions were systematically investigated at different molar 
fractions following the methods described in Chapter2. 
 
Different fluorinated molecules with different chain lengths (FL10, FL13 and FL17), 
numbers of chains (FL10 and FT10) and head group (FL10 and FL10man) were 
incorporated in a phospholipid matrix (DOPC) at various molar fractions χ and spread 
to the air/water interface of a Langmuir film-balance for further analysis.  
 
Image processing of Langmuir-Schaeffer (LS) transferred monolayers was performed 
to determine the mean micro-domain diameter <d>χ, nearest neighbor distance <r>χ, 
radial distribution function g(r) and potential of mean force –ßw(r).  
 
The modeling of the molecular pair interactions following the theory of the 
“equivalent dipole model” by McConnell allows the theoretical prediction of micro-
domain size with assumptions on a molecular level. The experimental results of the X-
ray analysis serve as background for the domain-size calculations while the image 
processing results verify the predicted domain-size. 
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3.2 Theory of Lipid Domain Formation 
 
For a lipid monolayer consisting of two phases (i.e. “solid” domains in “liquid” 
matrix) at the air/water interface the final state of a single domain can be defined by 
the free-energy function F, according to the “equivalent dipole model” proposed by 
McConnell [McConnell, 1991], 
 
elFFF += λ ,                                                       (3.1) 
 
where Fel represents the electrostatic energy and Fλ is the line tension energy. 
 
The electrostatic energy of a domain can be written as a function of the domain radius 
R and the molecular dipole density difference between lipid domain and surrounding 
matrix ∆m:  






∆=
R
e
mRFel 4
ln)(2
2
2 δpi ,                                                 (3.2) 
 
where e is the Eulerian number and δ the nearest-neighbor intermolecular dipole-
dipole distance. The free energy from line tension λ is given by 
 
λpiλ RF 2= .                                                         (3.3) 
 
The minimum free energy F of a single domain and the corresponding equilibrium 
radius 0eqRR =  can therefore be given by, 
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.                                               (3.4) 
 
The first term in Equation (3.4) can be assumed as a constant at a given surface 
pressure Пc, owing to the fact that the mean molecular area at a certain molecular 
fraction χ is almost constant and independent from the chain length. Thus a change in 
the equilibrium domain radius can only be influenced by the term 2)( m∆λ , often 
called as a “material parameter” 
 
Measurements of Molecular Dipole Moment Difference ∆m 
 
The effective molecular dipole moment µ of a lipid can be calculated considering three 
contributing factors [Brockman, 1994]: (a) The contribution from the polar head- 
group, (b) an influence of oriented water molecules adjacent to the dipolar head group 
and (c) the contribution from asymmetric chain termini. Previous accounts reported 
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that the effective molecular dipole moment of fluorinated lipids is dominated by the     
CF3 chain terminus [Vogel & Möbius, 1988; Schneider et al, 2005]. 
 
To determine the molecular dipole moment density m, surface potentials of pure 
monolayers at the air/water interface were measured as a function of molecular area 
Amo with the KIBRON film-balance equipped with a Kelvin probe (see Chapter 1.2.3). 
The measured surface potential V can be given as a function of the dipole density m 
and thus of the molecular dipole moment µ following the Helmholtz equation (1.5). 
 
Domain Line Tension λ 
 
The line tension in a two-component mixture of dimyristoyl-phosphatidyl-choline 
(DMPC) and dihydrochloesterolchol (Dchol) was calculated in a recent account by Hu 
et al [Hu et al., 2006], taking the height mismatch ∆l between fluid and solid phases 
into account,  
l∆= γλ ,                                                       (3.5) 
where γ is the surface free energy of the hydrocarbon-air interface. 
 
This theory of lipid domain formation was adapted to the here presented fluorcarbon-
hydrocarbon mixtures. So that from the height mismatch between the surrounding 
phospholipid DOPC and the fluorinated molecule the line tension can be written as  
 
llFL ∆×+×∆= γγλ                                          (3.6) 
 
where ∆γ is the difference in the surface free energy between hydrocarbon chains and 
fluorocarbon chains, and γ the surface free energy at the chain-air interface. 
 
The formation of fluorinated micro-domains is therefore considered to be mainly 
influenced by the interaction between the fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon chains and an 
additional contribution generated by a height mismatch between the boundary 
phospholipid and the fluorinated molecule. 
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3.3   Fluorinated Molecule/DOPC Monolayer at the 
Air/Water Interface 
 
To demonstrate that a LS-transfer process of a mixed monolayer from the air/water 
interface to a hydrophobic glass surface does not seriously influence the shape and 
arrangement of micro-domains in the monolayer, fluorescence images of mixed 
monolayers at the air/water interface for FL10 micro-domains were made using the 
KSV Langmuir trough equipped with a glass window. This setup, presented in Fig. 
1.3(b) allow for the use on an inverted fluorescence microscope.  
 
Fig. 3.3.1(left) shows an image of a mixed monolayer with a molar fraction of 33 
mol% FL10, floating on the subphase. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3.1    Fluorescence image of a mixed monolayer incorporating FL10 micro-domains  (left) 
spread onto the subphase and compressed to П = 15 mNm-1 and (right) LS transferred to a 
glass substrate.  The formed self-assemblies were detectable in both monolayers, but LS-
transferred monolayers exhibit an improved contrast. 
 
In this image FL10 micro-domains were identifiable but weak in contrast, owing to 
their strong diffusion within the monolayer during the observation. After the transfer 
of the monolayer by the LS-technique at a defined transfer pressure ПT, the surface 
supported monolayer, depicted in Fig. 3.3.1 (right) was in a comparable shape, but 
exhibited an improved contrast. 
 
At the same time this verified that the de-mixing process was not induced nor 
influenced by the transfer. To obtain a better accessibility and improved contrast the 
following optical investigations were done on transferred monolayers mounted in a 
fluid cell, as described in Chapter 1.2.4. In the following the surface pressure 
mentioned corresponds to the transfer pressure ПT at the moment of the LS deposition. 
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3.4 Influence of Chain Length  
 
To prove that the line tension λ is the dominating contribution in the determination of 
the micro-domain equilibrium diameter, as discussed theoretically in Chapter 3.2 
fluorinated molecules FLn with a variation in the molecular height hmo have been 
synthesized. The molecules consist all of two fluorinated chains with 9, 12 or 16 CF2 
chain units plus one CF3 terminus per chain for the molecules FL10, FL13 and FL17 
respectively. 
 
Mixed monolayers incorporating the synthesized fluorinated molecules with different 
chain lengths at the molar fractions χFLn = 33, 20, 10 and 5 mol% were transferred onto 
hydrophobic glass samples and subsequently image processing was performed, as 
described in Chapter 1.4.1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.1    Fluorescence images of FL10 (upper row), FL13 (middle row) and FL17 (lower row) 
demonstrate the de-mixing and self assembling of fluorinated molecules into circular 
micro-domains at various molar fractions χFLn. With an ascending amount of micro-
domains, their arrangement gets more structured, due to a short range repulsive 
momentum. 
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The upper row in Fig. 3.4.1 presents LS transferred monolayers of FL10 in DOPC 
transferred at П = 15 mNm-1 , while in the middle and last row monolayers of FL13, 
and respectively FL17 are illustrated transferred at П = 25 mNm-1. The molar fraction 
χFLn of fluorinated molecules is ascending from left to right. All compounds, except of 
FL10 below χFL10 = 10 mol%, show a de-mixing and self-assemble into micro-domains 
with circular shape for highest as well as for lowest doping ratios of fluorinated 
molecules.  
 
3.4.1 Instabilities of FL10 Micro-Domains 
 
Instability in molar fraction 
 
FL10 molecules self-assemble into micro-domains with circular shape at high molar 
fractions, but form different equilibrium shape, if a critical threshold value for the 
molar fractions <10 mol% is under-run.  
 
For monolayers with χFL10 = 10 mol% the micro-domains begin to take a star-like 
shape (Fig. 3.4.2(left) while for monolayers <10 mol% further so-called harmonic 
shapes could be observed (Fig. 3.4.2(right)). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.2    The harmonic shapes of a FL10 micro-domain in a transferred monolayer at a molar 
fraction of χFL10 = 10 mol% (left) and χFL10 = 5 mol% (right) 
 
More details can be found in Appendix A.5.1. 
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Compression Instability 
 
Another regime of instability in domain shape for FL10 micro-domains was observed 
by the compression of mixed monolayers with high domain density (χFL10 > 10 mol%)  
to surface pressures П >17 mNm-1.  
A LS-transferred mixed monolayer of FL10 with a molar fraction of χFL10 = 33 mol% 
is presented in Fig. 3.4.3 at different surface pressures. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.3   Monolayers of FL10 in DOPC at a molar fraction of χFL10 = 33 mol% transferred at 
different surface pressures. 
 
At surface pressures of П < 17 mNm-1 FL10 micro-domains exhibit a circular shape, 
but with further compression of the monolayer the micro-domains undergo a 
transition, first into a jagged shape and finally begin to break down, owing to the 
stronger sensitivity of FL10 for fluctuations in the molecular dipole moment (see 
Appendix A.5 for more details). 
 
3.4.2 Mean Micro-Domain Diameter <dFLn> and Nearest Neighbor 
Distance <rFLn> 
 
As shown already in Fig. 3.4.1, FL10, FL13 and FL17 micro-domains exhibit in most 
cases a circular shape wherefore a mean diameter <dFLn> χ, at a distinct molar fraction 
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χFLn can be estimated by a circular fit. A domain center could also be defined, 
wherefrom the mean next neighbor distance <rFLn>χ was calculated. 
 
The peak position of Gaussian fits of size- and distance-distributions determines 
<dFLn>χ, shown in Fig. 3.4.4(left) and <rFLn>χ, shown in Fig. 3.4.4(right) for the molar 
fractions χFLn = 33, 20 and 10 mol% for FL10, FL13 and FL17 and additional χFLn = 5 
mol% for FL13 and FL17 (see Appendix A.4 for the size histogram and next neighbor 
histogram of the monolayers at corresponding molar fraction). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.4    (left) The mean diameter of micro-domains <dFLn>χ vs. the molar fraction χFLn of 
fluorinated molecules in a DOPC matrix. For FL17 and FL13 the mean diameter of micro-
domains remains constant, even for low molar fractions. Micro-domains of FL10 change 
their shape below 10 mol% (see Fig. 3.4.2), thus no mean diameter could be calculated. 
(right) The mean nearest neighbor distance <rFLn>χ vs. χFLn for FL10, FL13 and FL17, 
even at high molar fractions. Note that a minimum distance between domains remains 
constant. 
 
As FL10 micro-domains take no round shape for a molar fraction <10 mol%, no 
qualitatively sufficient circular fit could be performed. The presented diameter for 
<dFL10>10mol% is only a rough estimation and therefore not taken into account for the 
calculation of a mean diameter. 
 
However the remaining calculated mean diameters <dFLn> χ, for a molecule at varying 
molar fractions remain constant as indicated by the linear fits for all molecules. Thus a 
mean diameter <dFLn> for the fluorinated compounds could be determined as the mean 
value to <dFL10> = (1.88 ± 0.29) µm and <dFL13> = (0.56 ± 0.07) µm and <dFL17> = 
(0.33 ± 0.08) µm respectively. 
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The mean micro-domain diameters <dFLn> for FL10, FL13 and FL17 exhibit a clear 
dependency on the chain length of fluorinated molecules: With increasing chain length 
the mean micro-domain diameters <dFLn> become smaller. Since the line tension λFLn 
is the dominating parameter in tuning the mean micro-domain diameter (see Chapter 
3.2), the elongation of chain length leads to a decrease in λFLn and therefore to smaller 
domains.  
 
The mean center to center distances <rFLn>χ, for neighboring micro-domains exhibit a 
clear repulsive interaction between the micro-domains. An increase in the distance for 
a decreasing molar fraction and therefore a reduced number of micro-domains could 
be observed. 
 
3.4.3 Radial Distribution Function gFLn(r) and Potential of Mean 
Force –ßwFLn(r) 
 
To obtain information about the micro-domain correlations in the presence of a 
phospholipids environment the radial distribution function gFLn(r) was determined 
according to the procedure presented in Chapter 1.4.2. 
 
For the fluorinated compounds FL10, FL13 and FL17, gFLn(r) is presented in Fig. 
3.4.5(left) for mixed monolayers with a molar fraction of χFLn = 33 mol%.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.5    The radial distribution function g(r) (left) and potential of mean force –ßw(r) (right) vs. 
the normalized distance r/d for micro-domains of fluorinated molecules FL10, FL13 and 
FL17 at the molar fraction of χFLn = 33 mol% 
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The radial distribution function is normalized with the distance r/d where d is the 
corresponding micro-domain mean diameter <dFLn> calculated in the foregoing 
Chapter 3.4.2. 
 
An oscillating structure in gFLn(r), implying a “quasi hexagonal” arrangement of 
micro-domains within the phospholipids matrix could be observed for all molecules. 
FL10 micro-domains show the strongest oscillation up to the third order while for 
FL13 and FL17 only the first order peak is outstanding. This suggests the presence of 
the strongest repulsive interaction for the micro-domains formed by FL10. The 
interaction between micro-domains becomes weaker with a decrease in the micro-
domain size. For smaller domains the diffusion within the mixed monolayer becomes 
stronger. 
 
The potential, forming this “quasi hexagonal” structure can be visualized by the 
potential of mean force (PMF)  –ßwFLn(r) the effective interaction potential between 
the micro-domains. The potential of mean force was calculated using the inverse work 
theorem, as presented in Chapter 1.4.3 and is shown for the fluorinated compounds 
FL10, FL13 and FL17 at a molar fraction of 33 mol% in Fig 3.4.5(right), versus the 
normalized distance r/d. 
 
Like the radial distribution function the potential of mean force exhibits an oscillating 
structure, while the first minimum <rFL10>PMF corresponds the mean distance of the 
nearest neighbor distribution <rFLn> in Chapter 3.4.2, except for a small shift to bigger 
distances. Note that this shift is owing to the contribution of all neighboring micro-
domains, in contrast to only the nearest neighbor. The first minima position for FL10 
micro-domains is <rFL10>PMF = (6.9 ± 0.9) µm in contrast to the nearest-neighbor 
distance <rFL10> = (5.4 ± 0.9) µm, obtained in Chapter 3.4.2. For FL13 and FL17 the 
values <rFL13>PMF = (1.7 ± 0.5) µm, <rFL13> = (1.3 ± 0.3) µm and <rFL17>PMF = (0.8 ± 
0.1) µm, <rFL17> = (0.7 ± 0.2) µm respectively were obtained. 
 
The approximation of the first potential minimum by a harmonic potential v(r/<dFLn>) 
returns a spring constant k', representing the strength of an interaction between micro-
domains. For FL10 the structure in the arrangement between the micro-domains is 
with a spring constant of k´FL10 = (4.4 ± 0.1) the strongest, while for the smaller 
domains of FL13 and finally FL17 the spring constant
 
decreases to k´FL13 = (2.2 ± 0.1) 
and k´FL17 = (1.7± 0.1). 
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3.4.4 GIXD Measurements 
 
To resolve an influence of the varying chain length to the substructure of fluorinated 
micro-domains, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction measurements (GIXD) at the 
air/water interface have been performed.  A Soller collimator setup was used for these 
experiments to yield sufficient diffraction intensities to resolve chain-chain 
correlations of the fluorinated molecules within the micro-domains. 
  
Mixed monolayers incorporating FL10, FL13 and FL17 with a molar fraction of 50 
mol% were spread at the air water interface of a Langmuir film balance, as described 
in chapter 1.5.1. The resulting intensity maps for the single monolayers at various 
surface pressures П were integrated along qz and plotted over qxy. Integrated intensities 
for all measured surface pressures can be found in Appendix A.2. 
 
Fig 3.4.6 shows the integrated diffraction intensity for each molecule in mixed 
monolayers at a surface pressure of П = 10 mNm-1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.6    GIXD measurements of mixed monolayers at a surface pressure of П = 10mNm-1 with a 
molar fraction of χFLn = 50 mol%. The fluorinated compounds take a upright orientation in 
a hexagonal packing, verified by a single symmetric peak in qxy. 
 
Since the measured intensities in respect to qxy exhibit a single, symmetric peak for all 
fluorinated molecules, a hexagonal packing of upright oriented molecules with 
corresponding molecular distances of moFLd 10  = (5.73 ± 0.01) Å, moFLd 13  = (5.67 ± 0.01) Å 
and moFLd 17  = (5.65 ± 0.01) Å can by assumed. 
 
A slight decrease in the mean distance for longer fluorinated compounds can be 
observed, owing to the stronger chain-chain interaction of the longer chains for FL17 
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compared to FL10. A further compression of mixed monolayers incorporating FL10 
micro-domains show a shift of the intermolecular chain-chain distance to smaller 
distances until the chain-chain correlation disappears at higher pressures (see 
Appendix A.2). 
 
3.4.5 Surface Potential Measurements 
 
The molecular dipole moment density m for pure monolayers of fluorinated molecules, 
and DOPC was determined from surface potential measurements as described in 
Chapter 1.2.3. 
 
In Fig. 3.4.7(left) the П-Area as well as the ∆V-area measurements are presented for 
FL10 and for the matrix DOPC in Fig. 3.4.7(right). Within this figures outstanding 
points are labeled corresponding to the transfer pressures ПT = 15 mNm-1 for FL10 
micro-domains and ПT = 25 mNm-1 for the other monolayers. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.7    Surface potential measurements of pure (left) FL10 and (right) DOPC monolayers. At the 
transfer pressures of piT = 15 mNm-1 and piT = 25 mNm-1 the surface potential is labeled. 
The corresponding dipole density is then calculated by the Helmholtz equation ( Eq. 1.3). 
 
For the surface potential ∆V the molecular dipole density m was calculated by the 
Helmholtz Equation (Equation (1.3)). 
 
3.4.6 Comparison to “Equivalent Dipole Model” 
 
Theoretical calculations for the micro-domain equilibrium diameter <d>th with respect 
to the chain length of the fluorinated molecules were done according to the 
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“equivalent dipole model”, discussed in Chapter 3.2. The required parameters in 
Equation (3.4) were determined, as described in the following: 
 
Molecular dipole distance δ 
 
A molecular chain-chain distance for DOPC <rDOPC>pi =15 mNm-1 = (6.51 ± 0.01) Å and 
<rDOPC>pi = 25 mNm-1 = (6.18 ± 0.01) Å at the distinct transfer pressures was obtained 
from the П-Area isotherm of the pure monolayer (see Fig. 3.4.7). The correspondent 
values for the fluorinated molecules were obtained from X-ray diffraction results, 
presented in Chapter 3.4.5.  
From these a value for the molecular dipole distance δ = (<rDOPC>pi  + <rFLn>pi) /2 = 
(6.09 ± 0.03) Å at the domain boundary could be calculated at a transfer pressure. 
 
Molecular dipole density difference ∆m 
 
The molecular dipole density difference ∆mε-1 = (275 ± 2) mV at a transfer pressure of 
15mNm-1 and ∆mε-1 = (265 ± 2) mV at pi = 25 mNm-1 was determined from the 
corresponding surface potential measurements of pure monolayers, see Chapter 3.4.5. 
 
Molecular height hmo
 
 
To calculate the interaction length between the chains and the height mismatch, 
molecular length of the boundary molecules had to be determined. The height of the 
DOPC molecule in a fluid phase could be determined by X-ray scattering of lipid 
bilayers stacks to hDOPC ≈ (18.5 ± 0.5) Å [Tristram-Nagle et al., 1998]. The heights of 
the fluorinated molecules were also determined by small angle x-ray scattering 
(SAXS) measurement to moFLh 10  = (12.8 ± 0.5) Å, moFLh 13   = (16.8 ± 0.5) Å and moFLh 17   = 
(21.9 ± 0.5) Å (see data in the Appendix A.3).  
 
Surface free energy γ
 
 
The surface free energies for a hydrocarbon-air and for a fluorocarbon-air interface 
have been reported to be γHC-air = 19.3 mNm-1 and γFC-air = 9.5 mNm-1 respectively 
[Chaudhury & Owen, 1993]. The surface free energy difference between the 
molecules was therefore calculated to ∆γ= 9.8 mNm-1. 
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The predicted micro-domain diameters <dFLn>th according to Equation (3.4) are 
presented in Fig. 3.4.8 and show a good agreement with the obtained values of the 
image processing. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.8  The mean diameter <dFLn> vs. the chain length of the fluorinated molecules in the unit of 
CF2 segments. Theoretical determined values correspond well with the image processing 
results. 
 
Equilibrium micro-domain diameters have been calculated to <dFL10>th = (1.99 ± 0.4) 
µm, <dFL13>th = (0.77 ± 0.14) µm and <dFL17>th = (0.23 ± 0.03) µm, showing the 
tendency of a reduction of the micro-domain diameter for an increase in the chain 
length. 
 
In contrast to these findings, Lipowsky and Dimova estimated in a more generally 
approach the line tension of a domain boundary in a two component system (A and B) 
from the energy difference ∆U between the domain lipids and the surrounding matrix 
lipids [Lipowsky & Dimova, 2003] to 
mol
U∆
≈λ ,                                                             (3.7) 
where lmo is the lateral size of lipid molecules and ∆U is defined by  
 
( )[ ]BABBAA UUUU −−− −+≡∆ 21 .                                             (3.8) 
 
UA-A and UB-B represent pair interactions between lipids of the same kind, UA-B defines 
the pair interaction between the lipids at the domain boundary. Adapting this approach 
to the here present system the pair interaction within the alkyl matrix UCH-CH can be 
assumed as constant over all experiments, since always DOPC was used as matrix 
phospholipid. In contrast to this the variation in the chain length of the fluorinated 
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molecules leads to a change in the interaction between the fluorinated molecules UCF-
CF and in the interaction between the lipids along the domain boundary UCF-CH.  
 
It is well known from measurements of hydrocarbon-fluorocarbon mixtures in liquid 
mixtures as well as in gaseous phase that the pair interaction between these two 
molecules UCF-CH is extremely weak and can therefore be neglected [Rowlinson, 1969; 
Dantzler-Siebert & Knobler, 1971]. Therefore, to quantify the line tension for different 
fluorinated molecules it can be assumed that a change in the chain length has only 
influence in the chain-chain interaction UCF-CF. According to this, an elongation of 
fluorinated chains would increase UCF-CF and thus ∆U, respectively λ. But this effect 
should lead to bigger micro-domains for longer chains so that this assumption is 
contradictory to the observed behavior.  
It suggests again that a not negligible additional contribution for a height mismatch 
Uchain-air has to be taken into account for the interaction between fluorocarbon and 
hydrocarbon lipids along the domain boundary UA-B. Even with an increasing pair 
interaction between fluorocarbon chains UCF-CF this effect is over-compensated by the 
vanishing of the contribution Uchain-air for an elongation of the fluorinated molecules. 
This leads to a reduction in line tension and can therefore explain the observed 
behavior. 
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3.5 Influence of Number of Chains 
 
As a modification in the degree of fluorination without elongation of the fluorinated 
molecule an amphiphil with a third fluorinated chain FT10 was synthesized. With this 
molecule it should be proved that the formation of micro-domains and their lateral 
dimensions is not influenced by the fluorination per molecule, but does only depend on 
the length of the contact area between lipids at the domain boundary. 
 
Fluorescence images of mixed monolayers incorporating micro-domains at a molar 
fraction of χFn10 = 33 mol% for FT10 (Fig. 3.5.1(a)) and FL10 (Fig. 3.5.1(b))   are 
presented. From these no significant change in the appearance and distribution could 
be observed. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.1    Fluorescence images of mixed monolayers showing micro-domains of fluorinated 
molecule FT10 (left) and FL10 (right) at a molar fraction of χFn10  = 33 mol%. In both 
monolayers domains with equally size and distance distribution can be observed. 
 
Fluorescence images of mixed lipid monolayers were analyzed to determine FT10 
micro-domain mean diameter <dFT10>, mean nearest neighbor distance <rFT10>, radial 
distribution function gFT10 (r) and the potential of mean force –ßwFT10 (r). Spring 
constants could be obtained from the fit of the first minimum in the PMF and verified 
an identical displacement even in the presence of a third fluorinated chain with CF3 
terminus. 
 
Additional grazing-incidents x-ray experiments were performed on free floating 
monolayers to prove the preserved upright orientation and  hexagonal packing of the 
FT10 molecules within the micro-domains. 
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3.5.1 Mean Micro-Domain Diameter <dFn10> and Nearest 
Neighbor Distance <rFn10> 
 
Compared with previously obtained values for the mean diameter and mean nearest 
neighbor distance for FL10 micro-domains (see Chapter 3.4.2) no significant change 
could be determined for the fluorinated molecules with three fluorinated chains FT10. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.2   (left) The mean diameter of micro-domains <dFn10>χ vs. the molar fraction χFn10 for FT10 
(n = T) and FL10 (n = L) and (right) the corresponding mean distance <rFn10>χ vs. the 
molar fraction χFn10.  
 
The mean diameter for FT10 micro-domains (<dFT10> = (1.73 ± 0.3) µm, dashed line) 
is in a comparable range as the mean diameter of FL10 micro-domains (<dFL10> = 
(1.88 ± 0.29) µm, solid line) (see Fig. 3.5.2(left)). This emphasizes the approach in 
Chapter 3.2, that a height mismatch between the phospholipid matrix and the 
fluorinated molecule at the domain boundary is the dominating contribution in tuning 
the domain size. The introduction of a third fully fluorinated chain had obviously no 
influence on both the line tension and the dipole density of a micro-domain. 
 
The observed repulsive potential found for the fluorinated molecules with varying 
chain length is preserved as well for FT10 compared to FL10. Therefore an increase in 
the micro-domain distance can be observed for a decreased density of FT10 micro-
domains in a monolayer, owing to a lower molar fraction χFT10 (see Fig. 3.5.2(right)).  
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3.5.2 Radial Distribution Function gFn10(r) and Potential of Mean 
Force –ßw
 Fn10(r) 
 
For FT10 micro-domains the radial distribution function gFT10(r) is determined for 
various molar fractions χFT10 = 10, 20, 33 mol% in the same way as for the fluorinated 
molecules FL10, FL13 and FL17 (details can be found in Appendix A.4). 
 
In Fig. 3.5.3 gFn10(r) for FT10 and FL10 at a molar fraction of χFn10 = 33 mol% is 
presented versus the normalized distance r/<dFn10>  where <dFn10> is the corresponding 
mean micro-domain diameter. The domain correlation in the arrangement of FT10 and 
FL10 micro-domains is almost identical. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.3   (left) The radial distribution function gFn10(r) and (right) potential of mean force -ßw Fn10(r) 
vs. the normalized distance r/<d
 Fn10> for monolayers incorporating FT10 and FL10 at 
χFn10 = 33 mol%. 
 
As for FL10 micro-domains, also here a periodical oscillation up to the third order can 
be identified. 
 
The potential –ßwFT10(r) calculated for gFT10(r) exhibits the same depth and width for 
FT10 as for FL10 domains. This implies that the dipole moment of a micro-domain 
remains constant although the molecular dipole moment m increases an additional 
chain terminus CF3. On the other hand the number of molecules in a micro-domain 
formed of FT10 should be less in the same ratio, owing to the increased space 
requirement of the FT10 molecule. 
The position of the first order minimum in –ßwFT10(r) for FT10 <rFT10>PMF = (5.5 ± 
0.8) µm also exhibits a slight shift to bigger distances, as for the mean nearest 
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neighbor distance <rFT10> = (4.5 ± 0.4) µm, observed already for the compounds with 
varying chain length. Also the calculated spring constant k´FT10 = (4.8 ± 0.1) is 
comparable to the one of FL10 k´FL10 = (4.4 ± 0.1). 
 
3.5.3 GIXD Measurements 
 
For the molecule FL10 the micro-domain substructure was determined by grazing-
incidence X-ray diffraction measurements for FT10 on mixed monolayers at the 
air/water interface, to verify that the third chain has also no significant influence on the 
chain-chain correlations within a FT10 micro-domain. 
 
A molecular distance moFTd 10  = (5.72 ± 0.01) Å for FT10 was obtained, which is again 
comparable to the measured values for FL10. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.4    Integrated GIXD diffraction intensities of mixed monolayers incorporating FT10 and 
FL10 vs. qxy at a surface pressure of 10mNm-1 
 
The third chain has therefore no influence on the upright orientation and the hexagonal 
packing of the fluorinated chains in the FT10 micro-domains. 
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3.6 Influence of Polar Head Groups 
 
For further µ-fluidic applications presented in Chapter 4, a bio-functional fluorinated 
molecule FL10man was synthesized based on the fluorinated anchor molecule FL10. 
As presented in Chapter 1.1.1 the molecule posses an α-D-mannose sugar moiety as 
head group to make the fluorinated molecules attractive for mannose binding cells and 
bacteria.  
 
In Fig. 3.6.1 mixed monolayers with FL10man (left) and FL10 (right) micro-domains 
at a molar fraction of χFL10n = 33mol% are presented. Obviously FL10man micro-
domains become stable at smaller diameters.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.1    Fluorescence images of mixed monolayers of FL10man (left) and FL10 (right) at χFL10n = 
33mol% show a change in both size and distance distribution. 
 
The modified head group of FL10man is more polar than a simple OH group and 
causes therefore additional attractive head group-head group (head-head) interactions 
that have no significant influence on the de-mixing and self-assembling properties of 
the FL10man molecule but on the micro-domain size and therefore on the distance 
distribution. This could be verified by the use of image processing in the same way as 
shown for FT10 and FL13 and FL17 respectively.  By grazing incidence X-ray 
diffraction measurements the upright orientation and the preservation of the hexagonal 
packing within the FL10man micro-domains was verified mandatory for the free 
accessibility of the mannose functionalization, tested in a first cells experiment. 
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3.6.1 Mean Micro-Domain Diameter <dFL10n> and Nearest 
Neighbor Distance <rFL10n> 
 
 
Mixed monolayers with a molar fraction χFL10man = 5, 10 and 33 mol% of FL10man are 
spread at the air/water interface of a Langmuir trough and compressed to a transfer 
pressure of П = 25 mNm-1. Since both, fluorescence images taken as in Chapter 3.2 
(data is not shown in this work), and GIXD measurements on mixed monolayers (data 
can be found in App. 2) verified the stability of micro-domains this target pressure, 
which is closer to the internal pressure of natural lipid bilayer membranes was chosen. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.2    (left) Mean diameter of micro-domains <dFL10n> vs. the molar fraction χFL10n of FL10man 
and FL10. In contrast to FL10 the micro-domain diameter remains constant even for 
χFL10man=5 mol%. (right) The mean nearest neighbor distance vs. χFL10n. 
 
A mean micro-domain diameter for FL10man <dFL10man> = (1.16 ± 0.20) µm was 
obtained from image processing, presented in Fig. 3.6.2 (left). Thus verifies that the 
equilibriums radius of the FL10man micro-domains is smaller than for FL10 domains 
(<dFL10> = (1.88 ± 0.29) µm), due to smaller line tension λFL10man < λFL10, caused by 
the additional head-head interactions. 
 
Even at a low molar fraction (5 mol%) the smaller FL10man domains take a circular 
shape, owing to a modified line tension term Fλ in the free energy in Equation (3.4). 
The contribution of the sugar head-group to the molecular dipole moment µ is 
negligible. A decrease in the molar fraction of FL10man and therefore in the density of 
micro-domains leads to an increase in the micro-domain distance, shown in Fig. 3.6.2 
(right). 
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Thus the additional head-head interaction does not interfere with the self-assembling 
properties of the fluorinated chains, but increase the stability of fluorinated micro-
domains at higher surface pressures and smaller micro-domain diameters.  
 
3.6.2 Radial Distribution Function gFL10n(r) and Potential of Mean 
Force –ßwFL10n(r) 
 
For biological applications a correlated arrangement of micro-domains is desired, to 
form adhesion spots for biological adhesion experiments. These spots shall be 
accessible in a distance, adjustable by the molar fraction of fluorinated compound 
mixed in the phospholipid matrix. To prove that the shown interaction was preserved 
even for the substitution of the head-group, analog to the influence of chain length and 
chain number the radial distribution function gFL10man(r) was determined and thus the 
interacting potential –ßwFL10man(r) 
 
The structured arrangement of FL10man micro-domains in the monolayer is shown in 
the comparison to FL10 presented in Fig. 3.6.3(left) normalized by the corresponding 
micro-domain diameter <dFL10n>. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.3    (left) Radial distribution function gFL10n(r) vs. normalized distance r/d of FL10man 
compared to FL10 and (right) the potential of mean force –ßwFL10n (r) vs. normalized 
distance r/d. 
 
While a periodicity in the arrangement of FL10 micro-domains can be observed up to 
the third order, the correlation in the arranged FL10man micro-domains is less strong.  
 
This weaker interaction between the FL10man micro-domains is reflected as well in 
the strength of the potential of mean force –ßwFL10n(r) vs. r/d presented in Fig. 
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3.6.3(right). The spring constant for FL10man k´FL10man = (2.0 ± 0.1) is less than for the 
pure anchor molecule FL10, k´FL10 = (4.4 ± 0.1). 
 
3.6.3 GIXD Measurements 
 
To verify that the hexagonal packing is only determined by the pure fluorinated anchor 
molecules and not influenced by the additional influence of a sugar head-group, GIXD 
measurements were performed on mixed monolayers of DOPC with FL10man at a 
molar fraction of  χFL10man = 50 mol%. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.4    GIXD Integrated GIXD diffraction intensities of mixed monolayers incorporating 
FL10man and FL10 vs. qxy at a surface pressure of 10mNm-1 
 
Both fluorinated molecules exhibit a molecular distance of mo nFLd 10 = (5.73 ± 0.01) Å 
indicating no serious influence of the head-group in the chain-chain ordering. The 
upright orientation is preserved as well to guarantee a sufficient access to the sugar 
head-group by a mannose binding cell or bacteria. 
 
3.6.4 Cell Incubation Experiment 
 
In a first experiment to verify the bio-functionality of mixed monolayers incorporating 
FL10man, mannose binding cells (mouse macrophages J774) were incubated in a fluid 
cell for 20 h. In Fig. 3.6.5 bright field microscopy images are presented to show the 
clear evidence of the mannose recognition by the macrophages.  
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Cells were incubated in a fluid cell on (a) a pure DOPC monolayer and (b) a mixed 
monolayer incorporating a molar fraction of 33 mol% FL10man. After 20h incubation 
at 37° in a cell incubation chamber the cells incubated on the bio-functionalized 
surface the cells show spindle-like structures, indicating an activity, owing to the 
recognition of the mannose head-group in the mixed monolayer, while cells incubated 
on the DOPC surface show no change in shape. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.5    Combined phase contrast and fluorescence images of mannose binding mouse 
macrophages (J774). Images were taken after 3h incubated in a fluid cell on (a) pure 
phospholipid monolayer and (b) on a mixed monolayer incorporating 33 mol% FL10man. 
Next images were taken after an incubation time of 20h the macrophages show a clear 
evidence for the recognition of mannose by forming spindle-like structures (d) in contrast 
to cells incubated on pure DOPC (c). 
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4    Applications of Fine-Tunable 
Artificial Lipid Domains in Cell 
Biophysics: Combination with Flat-
µ-Fluidics Technology 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter first µ-fluidic experiments employing a so-called “flat-µ-fluidic” setup 
are reported. It is demonstrated that half cylindrical water channels on a solid support 
can be successfully functionalized with lipid bilayer membranes. These bilayers were 
structured and laterally patterned, as described in Chapter 3. The principle of acoustic 
streaming was used as a fine-tunable µ-pumping technique for flat-µ-fluidic channels.  
 
Photolithography was used for photochemical surface structuring to form µ-fluidic 
channels in a circular layout on the chip surface. The channels were generated by a 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface contrast and have a half cylindrical profile. 
 
Flow experiments employing fluorescently labeled beads as tracer particles yielded an 
estimate for the achieved shear rates with respect to the applied streaming velocities 
within the chosen channel geometry. 
 
To functionalize the flat-µ-fluidic channels with an asymmetric phospholipid bilayer 
membrane, incorporating fluorinated micro-domains, position sensitive combined 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaeffer (LS) transfers were performed. 
During the deposition process, the position sensitive application of a lipid bilayer 
membrane in the µ-fluidic channel was achieved by a removable protective sheet. 
 
First experiments with a mannose binding bacteria strain (E.Coli H101 (pPKl4)) 
demonstrated the feasibility of acoustic streaming to perform flow chamber 
experiments in a flat-µ-fluidic setup. 
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4.2 µ-Fluidic Pumping – Acoustic Streaming 
 
Commonly used µ-fluidic setups utilize syringe or peristaltic pumps to agitate fluids 
(usually several ml) in either open or closed tube systems in order to rinse a sample 
fluid through µ-channels.  
 
Here, the application of a µ-pump for µ-fluidic experiments is presented utilizing the 
principle of acoustic streaming to generate liquid flow in a µ-channel. This technique 
is based on the conversion of acoustic waves in solids close to the surface, the so-
called surface acoustic waves (SAW), into acoustic waves in fluids. Hence, a 
streaming is generated within the fluid according to the principles of acoustic 
streaming [Nyborg, 1965]. 
 
Acoustic streaming has already been used for applications like mixing in extremely 
small volumes (droplets) [Strobel, 2005]. Furthermore, if a surface acoustic wave high 
with sufficient power is applied, a droplet can even be moved on a hydrophobic 
surface by the acoustic field [Wixforth et al., 2004]. 
 
4.2.1   Acoustic Waves in Solids 
 
Oscillations close to a solid surface have been discussed by Lord Rayleigh in his 
mathematical investigations about seismic waves in the year 1885 [Rayleigh, 1885]. 
His formulations for oscillations in solids were derived from continuum theory and can 
be expanded to the situation found in piezoelectric solids. 
 
According to the continuum theory, a solid can be considered as formed by 
infinitesimal volume elements ∆V. In the context of these theoretical descriptions, the 
coordinates are named xi.  
A deformation of the solid along x causes a displacement u(x) of a volume element, 
whereby the distances between neighbouring volume elements are changed. Without 
these change in the neighbouring distances the displacement would be just a simple 
translation.  
With Einstein’s sum convention the distortion tensor Sij for the solid is given by 
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.                                                   (4.1) 
 
In contrast to the general formulation here the quadratic term was omitted and the 
tensor exhibits the symmetry Sij = Sji. 
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Beside this the Newtonian equation of motion for a volume element ∆V can be written 
as 
 
j
iji
x
T
t
u
∂
∂
=
∂
∂
2
2
ρ ,                                                       (4.2) 
 
where Tij is the tension tensor.  
 
Both tensors, Sij and Tij are linked by the generalized Hooks law 
 
 klijklij ScT = .                                                     (4.3) 
 
The coupling tensor cijkl is a tensor of forth degree and usually possess 81 entries.  
But by taking the symmetry of both tensors, Sij and Tij into account and together with 
the Poynting-Theorem, 
 
jilkijkljiklijkl cccc === ,                                               (4.4) 
 
the total number of relevant entries of cijkl can be reduced to 21. 
 
For piezoelectric materials Hooks law, Equation (4.3), has to be extended by the 
electrical field E.  
Thus the continuity equations can be derived to 
 
kkijklijklij EpScT −=                                               (4.5) 
                                    and    jkijkjiji SpED −= ε .                                              (4.6) 
 
Here, pijk is the piezoelectric tensor, εij the dielectric tensor and D the dielectric 
displacement. 
The electric field E is defined by the electric potential Φ via the relation 
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−= .                                                  (4.7)  
 
For the assumption of no free charges (div D = 0), and with Equation 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6 
one obtains the 4 basic, coupled wave equations for the piezoelectric solid: 
One for the electric potential Φ and three for the mechanical displacement u(x), 
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4.2.2   Bulk Acoustic Waves and Surface Acoustic Waves 
 
The solution of Equation (4.8) and (4.9) for acoustic waves in a solid volume without 
boundary conditions is the so-called bulk acoustic wave (BAW). 
It can be shown that the piezoelectric properties of a solid lead to a stiffening of the 
crystal and an increase in the acoustic wave velocity, since the coupling factor cijkl in 
Hooks law increases with a factor of (1+ 2effΚ ) [Frommelt, 2007]. The so-called 
electromechanical coupling coefficient 2effΚ  is given by 
 
c
p
Κeff ε
2
2
= .                                                 (4.10) 
 
2
effΚ  is a measure of the efficiency of a given piezoelectric crystal in converting an 
applied electrical signal into mechanical energy. 
 
In the case of a existing boundary of the solid to vacuum, for instance in x3 = 0, one 
obtains an additional condition. The tension tensor has to vanish at all surfaces of a 
volume element ∆V 
 
333231 TTT == ,  for x3 = 0.                                            (4.11) 
 
Taking this into account, a solution of the Equations (4.8) and (4.9) is the so-called 
surface acoustic wave (SAW). 
 
This wave propagates along the surface with a wave velocity vSAW, while its amplitude 
and potential vanishes within several wave lengths inside the solid. The motion of an 
excited SAW in a piezoelectric material is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.2.1.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.2.1   Sketch of the propagating of a surface acoustic wave in an elastic solid (from [Campbell, 
1998]). 
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Atoms close to the surface follow a retrograde movement with contributions of a 
compression wave and a shear wave coupled in a fixed ratio. In addition one has to 
mention that both mechanical waves are accompanied by an electrostatic wave.  
 
In the case of a SAW, the electromechanical coupling coefficient 2effΚ  cannot be 
calculated as presented for the BAW, since the relationship between the electric 
potential Φ and the displacement u(x) varies with altering distance to the solid 
boundary.  
Therefore 2effΚ  has to be determined experimentally, for instance by measuring the 
change in the SAW velocity filmSAWfreeSAWSAW vvv −=∆  caused by the coating of the free 
surface in Fig. 4.2.1 with a thin highly conducting metal film. 
 
2
effΚ  can then be calculated by the relation 
SAW
SAW
eff
v
v
Κ
∆
−= 22 .                                               (4.12) 
 
 
as demonstrated by Campbell [Campbell, 1998]. 
The propagation direction, 2effΚ  and the velocity vSAW is presented for various 
piezoelectric materials in Appendix A.7. 
 
4.2.3   Inverse Piezoelectric Effect - Interdigital Transducer (IDT) 
 
The principal of exciting a mechanical wave by applying an external alternating 
electric field at a piezoelectric crystal is based on the inverse piezoelectric effect. 
 
The piezoelectric effect, discovered by Pierre and Jacques Curie 1880, describes the 
generation of an electrical potential upon deformation of special crystals. Such crystals 
lack inversion symmetry and, hence, a deformation leads to polarization and the 
formation of electric fields. 
 
For the inverse piezoelectric effect, a voltage is applied at electrodes attached to a 
piezoelectric crystal, which leads to mechanical stress within the substrate. The 
deformation of the piezoelectric crystal persists until the external potential is altered. 
Thus, a single and short electric impulse leads to a single expansion or contraction of 
the crystal. An external alternating electric field E(t) applied at electrodes leads 
therefore to an excitation of a periodic mechanical wave. 
The wavelength λSAW for a surface acoustic wave is given by the relation 
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v
=λ ,                                                         (4.13) 
 
where vSAW is the propagation velocity of the SAW in the crystal, owing to its material 
parameters, and fE the frequency of the external alternating electrical field E(t). 
Therefore an additional charge at a neighboring electrode in the distance λSAW after a 
time T = 1/fE leads to an amplification of the first passing wave. 
The amplitude of the excited wave thus scales with the number of electrodes. To 
utilize this principle, a number of capacitors electrodes were deposited on the crystal. 
These so called Inter-Digital Transducers (IDT’s) were presented first by White and 
Voltmer [White & Voltmer, 1965]. 
 
Since piezoelectric materials are anisotropic crystals, they possess at least two 
different, perpendicularly oriented propagation directions, with different acoustic 
properties, owing to the altering material parameters for different orientations. In the 
following the space coordinates of the piezoelectric crystal are denoted by X, Y, Z 
according to the commonly used nomenclature in piezoelectric applications. 
 
The IDT fingers depicted in Fig. 4.2.2 are exemplarily aligned parallel to the Y-
direction of the crystal and therefore the capacitors excite only SAW’s with 
propagation direction in X, indicated by fat black arrows.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.2.2   Sketch of an Inter-Digital Transducer (IDT).  The IDT acts as exciter of a surface acoustic 
wave (SAW). The alignment of the IDT fingers is here parallel to Y so that  the 
propagation direction is therefore along the X-axis, depicted with big arrows. 
 
The aperture a of the IDT, defined by the overlap of the complementary capacitor 
fingers, also determines the width of the propagating wave. In order to achieve 
maximum coupling, a was adjusted to the µ-fluidic channel width. 
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4.2.4 Acoustic Streaming in Fluids 
 
From theoretical considerations, based again on continuums theory, it can be derived 
that only waves with a non-vanishing amplitude contribution along the crystal surface 
normal are able to couple from a solid into a fluid. Since Rayleigh waves and therefore 
surface acoustic waves represent such modes, they are able to generate longitudinal 
acoustic waves in an additional layer with sufficient thickness, applied to the solid 
surface [Strobel, 2005]. 
 
Consider a SAW propagating along the crystal surface. Once the SAW reaches a 
region, loaded with water, as indicated in Fig. 4.2.3, the wave is attenuated by the so-
called out-of plane damping, i.e. a conversion of the transversal acoustic wave in the 
solid with to a longitudinal acoustic wave in the fluid bulk.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.2.3   Schematic illustration of a SAW coupled into water and converted to a acoustic pressure 
wave radiated under the Rayleigh angle ΘR into the fluid (from [Wixforth, 2004]) 
 
The 1/e penetration length lop of the SAW underneath the water was exemplarily 
determined for a LiNbO3 128° rot Y-cut crystal to ~12λSAW. Within this length scale 
the incoming SAW is attenuated to 1/e of its incident amplitude contribution along the 
crystal surface normal. For a typical frequency of fE = 150 MHz and the SAW velocity 
for this crystal cut, the penetration length lop can be determined to lop ≈ 300µm.  
 
Along this distance a row of phase shifted point oscillators can be assumed, according 
to Huygen’s Principle. Starting from these the excited longitudinal acoustic waves 
generate a plane wave front travelling through the fluid. This wave front is propagating 
under the Rayleigh angle ΘR with respect to the chip surface normal given by 
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Here, vfluid is the acoustic velocity in fluid, while vSAW is the SAW velocity of the 
substrate. For LiNbO3 the typical Rayleigh angle is about ΘR = 22° [Strobel, 2005]. 
  
During the propagation of the excited longitudinal acoustic wave also this wave is 
attenuated and a penetration length lfd within the fluid can be defined. This penetration 
length is dependent on the impinging SAW frequency fE and can be given by 
 
E
OH
fd f
a
l 2= .                                                        (4.15) 
 
In this equation aH2O is a material parameter for water and dependent on its 
temperature TH2O. Literature values for various water temperatures can be found in 
Appendix A.6.  
Typically the penetration length lfd of an excited longitudinal acoustic wave in water at 
TH2O = 20° is about lfd = 0.9 mm, according to Equation (4.15). Geometrically the 
excited wave within the fluid has almost vanished until it reaches the top level of the 
channel geometry. 
 
Caused by the damping along the propagation direction of the acoustic wave, an 
acoustic radiation pressure pS is generated. The absolute value of the pressure pS can 
be expressed by the relation 
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Here, ρ0 is the equilibrium density of the fluid and ∆ρ the change in the density, 
caused by a longitudinal acoustic wave in the fluid [Rayleigh, 1905]. In order to 
equalize this pressure gradient streaming is induced within the fluid: the so-called 
acoustic streaming. 
 
To utilize this principle of acoustic streaming in µ-fluidic applications, commonly a 
square channel layout, filled with water is placed close to an IDT on top of a 
piezoelectric crystal. A SAW is excited close to the water and is coupled into the 
channel along one side of the square. The pressure ps generated by the damping of the 
longitudinal acoustic wave in the fluid then creates a circular flow, as depicted 
schematically in Fig. 4.2.4. 
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Fig.  4.2.4   An excited SAW propagates to the edge of a water filled channel and gets damped within 
the fluid. The generated flow, owing to the pressure wave is illustrated with small arrows 
in the channel. Indicated in light grey are additional IDT’s as additional pumps to gain 
greater streaming 
 
To use the pumping effect based on acoustic streaming, a SAW has to be excited by an 
IDT close to a water channel placed on top of the chip surface, without being blocked 
by any mass load in between. 
 
The simultaneous use of more than one IDT is possible in order to gain higher flow 
velocity within the fluid. 
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4.3 Fluidics in Flat-µ-Fluidic µ-channels 
 
In fluid dynamics, the streaming in a given geometry can be described by the flow 
velocity field u(x,t) with respect to point x and time t. 
Here, a Newtonian viscous fluid is considered for which the shear stress τ is 
proportional to the gradient du/dz, i.e. 
 
dz
duητ = ,                                                                (4.17) 
 
with η as the viscosity coefficient of the fluid. Many real fluids, like water or oil 
behave according to Equation (4.17), over a wide range of environmental conditions. 
 
4.3.1 Theory of viscous flow – The Navier-Stokes Equation 
 
In case of viscous flow, a Newtonian fluid with constant density ρ and viscosity η is 
considered. Since the Euler equations only describe the motion of an ideal fluid with 
low viscosity a different formulation is required, the Navier-Stokes Equations 
[Acheson, 1990].  
This set of equations takes into account the viscosity of the fluid and describes the 
motion of these fluids by the two relations 
 
upuu
t
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∂
∂ ηρ ,                                                 (4.18) 
and 0=∇u .                                                                   (4.19) 
 
Here, ρ(u∇)u represents the mass inertia and η∇2u is the viscous term. The 
incompressibility of the fluid leads to the simplification of the continuity equation for 
fluids in Equation (4.19). 
 
To get a rough indication about the relative magnitudes of the both key terms in 
Equation (4.18), the Reynolds number R is defined.  
Consider a viscous fluid in motion, and let U denote a typical flow speed and L a 
typical length scale of the streaming, then R is defined by the relation 
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Since the first derivative of the streaming velocity with respect to length ∂u/∂x is in the 
same order as U/L and ∂2u/∂x2 as U/L2 respectively, the Reynolds number can be 
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rewritten as the ratio of the inertia and viscous term (see Equation 4.20). Thus, it is 
obvious that for a dominating viscous or inertia term the fluid shows a different 
physical behavior.  
If η∇2u is negligible against the inertia, i.e. a high Reynolds number R >> 1, effects 
like turbulences have to be taken into account. This is in contrast to the case of R << 1, 
in which for a dominating viscous term no such perturbations appear and a highly 
laminar flow can be considered.  
 
In the fixed geometry considered in this work, a length scale in the order of 10-3 m is 
given, while the flow velocities are in an order of 10-3 - 10-4 m/s. This leads, together 
with the density and viscosity of water at room temperature to a Reynolds number of  
R << 1 and the case of a highly viscous flow can be assumed. Thus ρ(u∇)u =0 and the 
Equation (4.18) can be rewritten into the so-called slow flow equations, 
 
up 20 ∇+−∇= η ,                                                     (4.21) 
0=∇u .                                                            (4.22) 
 
In the context of acoustic streaming, a steady laminar flow can be considered, i.e. 
 
 ∂u/∂t = 0                                                        (4.23) 
 
4.3.1 Flat-µ-Fluidic Channel Layout 
 
For the formation of µ-fluidic channels, the principle of a so-called flat-µ-fluidic setup 
was used. Here, the substrate surface is chemically patterned in order to create a half 
cylindrical water channel on top of the surface. 
 
By employing standard photolithographic processes a hydrophilic lane is prepared in a 
hydrophobic surrounding, as indicated in Fig. 4.3.1(a). The now generated contrast 
between the hydrophilic channel and the hydrophobic surrounding can be utilized to 
form a 'virtual' channel. If a suitable amount of water is added on top of the 
hydrophilic lane, the water only wets the surface within the prepared lane. Finally a 
half cylindrical water channel is formed, as shown in Fig. 4.3.1(b). 
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Fig.  4.3.1   (a) The hydrophilic channel filled with aqueous solution. (b) side view of the flat water 
channel forming a contact angle α > 80°.  
 
4.3.2 Finite Elements Model (FEM) 
 
The streaming conditions of half cylindrical channels differ from the channels with 
three or four walls, commonly used in µ-fluidic applications. To get an impression of 
the expectable flow profile in the given half cylindrical µ-fluidic channel, illustrated in 
Fig. 4.3.2(a), a Finite Elements Model (FEM) of the used geometry was implemented 
in the physics modeling tool FEMLAB (COMSOL Multiphysics). 
  
The side view of the channel shows a fluid with a velocity field pointing in x-direction, 
indicated by arrows. The boundary conditions for the flow profile, given by the 
geometry of the system, where defined as following. 
 
− At the channel bottom (z = 0) a no-slip condition was assumed, since the fluid 
velocity at the solid/fluid interface should have a continuously transition. Thus 
u(z = 0) = 0 at the boundary since the bottom is in rest. 
 
− In contrast to the fluid/solid boundary, along the half-spherical shape of the 
air/fluid interface a so-called slip condition was assumed. Here, the tangential 
and normal components of the fluid velocity and the surrounding air don’t have 
to be equal. 
 
As can be seen in Fig 4.3.2(b) the velocity field increases in a parabolic shape in the 
channel with increasing height (z), but remains almost constant in y. Owing to 
boundary effects a region of interest is defined, indicated by a red box were a constant 
velocity field in y can be assumed for following flat-µ-fluidics experiments. 
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Fig.  4.3.2   (a) Schematic side view of  the channel half-sphere and a parabolic velocity field u(z) 
indicated with arrows. (b) A cross section of the velocity profile u(z,y) calculated for a µ-
fluidic channel with boundary conditions of non-slip at the solid/fluid and slip at the 
fluid/air interface, modeled with the fluidic simulation FEMLAB. A red box indicates a 
500µm x 30µm region of interest located at the channel bottom. 
 
For a vertical cut through the flow profile of Fig. 4.3.2(b), centered in the channel, the 
fluid velocity u(z) vs. z and a shear rate ∂u/∂z vs. z  is presented in Fig. 4.3.3.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.3.3   Fluid velocity and shear rate of a half sphere channel along a line centered in the channel. 
The shear rate decrease with increasing height in the channel, and has therefore a 
maximum at the channel bottom. 
 
While u(z) shows the mentioned parabolic dependency, ∂u/∂z decreases with 
increasing height in the channel. The maximum shear rate is located at the channel 
surface resulting in the highest shear tensions τmax according to Equation (4.17). 
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The defined region of interest for flat-µ-fluidic experiment is illustrated by the grey 
colored area in Fig. 4.3.3. It shows that at a maximum height of z = 30 µm, 
corresponding to the mean diameter of macrophages, the maximum shear rate can be 
assumed with a deviation of ~ 5 %. 
 
To determine the shear rate for different fluid velocities, the flow profile centered in 
the channel was approximated with the parabolic behavior of a fluid flow through a 
pipe , the Hagen-Poiseuille flow profile [Acheson, 1990], 
 
)1()( 2
2
max h
z
uzu −=                                                    (4.24) 
 
In this equation, the flow velocity of the maximum channel height h is equivalent to 
the radius R of the pipe. The FEMLAB modeled (black) and calculated (red) velocity 
profile show a good agreement as can be seen in Fig. 4.3.4.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.3.4   Fluid velocity u vs. the channel height z for the FEM model solution (black) and the 
approximation of a pipe flow model (red). Both curves show a good agreement. 
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4.4 Experimental Components and Setup 
 
The µ-fluidic application presented in this work is based on the surface 
functionalization of a piezoelectric crystal. As presented, these crystals can serve as         
µ-pump and agitate water in a predefined water channel layout, prepared on the crystal 
surface. These channels were prepared by a flat-µ-fluidics surface structuring to 
provide the experimental conditions for a further channel surface functionalization. 
 
4.4.1 Piezoelectric Crystal and Electric Circuit Layout  
 
In the presented work the piezoelectric chip material a LiNbO3 128° rot Y-cut crystal 
was used for the chips, i.e. the crystal was cut in an angle of 128° in respect to the Y 
axis. This cut direction exhibits a strong SAW propagation along the crystal X axis 
with best electromechanical coupling coefficient 2effΚ , see Appendix A.6, and enables 
the highest wave velocities vSAW for the excitation of SAW’s. 
 
The bare crystal was structured with a circuit layout of IDT’s, presented in Fig. 4.2.5, 
in order to accelerate SAW’s in the four perpendicular directions in the X-Y plane.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4.1   (a) Sketch of the IDT layout applied to the bare LiNbO3 128°rot Y-Cut. The small arrows 
indicate the practical interesting propagation direction of the generated SAW. The grey 
highlighted pads are not covered with SiO2 to enable the contact by a contact device. (b) 
The same chip as in (a) but structured with a flat-µ-fluidics layout. The blue highlighted 
line shall illustrate the hydrophilic area for the µ-channel, located within the acoustic 
patheay of the IDT's. The hydrophobic surface coating is illustrated in green color. 
 
Subsequently the chip surface was coated with a thin layer of Si02 to enable the further 
surface structuring. Up to this step the chip was manufactured by the company 
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Advalytix AG (Brunntal, Germany, now part of Olympus Life Science Research 
Europe, Munich, Germany) 
As already mentioned in Chapter 4.3.1, the surface structuring was done by the 
application of a flat-µ-fluidics layout by photolithography. For more details about the 
processing of the solid surface to obtain the flat-µ-fluidic channel see Appendix A.8.1. 
 
The µ-fluidic channel layout used in the experiment comprises a channel with a width 
of 1mm and a length of a square side of about 8 mm. 
 
4.4.2 Transfer of Asymmetric, Position Selective Deposited Lipid 
Bilayers into Flat-µ-Fluidic Channels 
 
A so-called position selective transfer of an asymmetric bilayer was performed by a 
combined Langmuir-Blodgett, Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer using a PDMS protective 
sheet. Other techniques to coat the channel surface with a functionalized lipid bilayer 
have been tried out, but failed by various reasons. For more details about the different 
coating strategies, of vesicle fusion and a simple combined Langmuir-Blodgett, 
Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer, see Appendix A.7. 
 
For the transfer as performed here, a PDMS protective sheet was prepared as described 
in the Appendix A.8.2. The PDMS protective sheet protects the chip surface from 
being coated with lipids, except of the parts open by cavities in the sheet, as depicted 
in Fig. 4.4.2. 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4.2   Sketch of a two step Langmuir-Blodgett, Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer utilizing a 
protective PDMS-sheet. 
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The PDMS protective sheet was applied to the chip surface, before a monolayer was 
transferred into the flat-µ-fluidic channels. The such covered chip was immersed into 
the subphase of a Langmuir film-balance with dipping well and a monolayer of DOPC 
was spread and equilibrated at the air/water interface. A Langmuir-Blodgett transfer 
was performed to apply a lipid monolayer as the lower leaflet of the functionalized 
lipid bilayer membrane in the open cavity of the PDMS protective sheet (Fig. 
4.4.2(a)). As upper leaflet a mixed monolayer incorporating FL10man at a distinct 
molar fraction was prepared.  
To verify the de-mixing and self-assembling into micro-domains within the upper 
leaflet, the fluorescence probe Texas Red was added in a ratio of 0.1 mol%. 
Subsequently a Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer was performed on the PDMS-protected 
chip (Fig. 4.4.2(b)). After lifting-off the PDMS protective sheet under water, the 
channel bottom is partially coated by a functionalized asymmetric membrane, as it is 
depicted in Fig 4.4.2(c). Finally, while removing the chip from the water bath, a flat-µ-
fluidic channel water with convex profile remains in the hydrophilic areas of the chip, 
forming the desired channel structure as indicated in Fig 4.4.2(d). 
 
In Fig. 4.4.3(a) the chip layout is depicted with a desired surface structuring for flat-µ-
fluidics. 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4.3   (a) Sketch of the µ-fluidic chip layout. The zoom in shows a schematic view of the water 
filled channel in the hydrophobic surrounding. The channel is thereby covered with a 
functionalized membrane. The fluorescence image (b) verifies the successful transfer of a 
localized membrane  
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As a zoom in Fig. 4.4.3(b) the fluorescence image shows a cut out of the flat-µ-fluidic 
channel, structured with an asymmetric membrane.  
The upper leaflet of the lipid bilayer incorporated 20mol% FL10man, so that the 
formed FL10man micro-domains are identifiable as dark spots. The dashed line 
indicates the channel border and therefore the hydrophobic/hydrophilic structuring. 
Between the membrane and the channel border a safety space of bare, uncoated glass 
can be seen. 
 
4.4.3 High Frequency Contacting Device and Microscope Setup 
 
To excite the surface acoustic waves on the previously described chip layout a 
contacting device connected to a temperature control unit was designed, as it is shown 
in Fig 4.4.4.  
 
The setup consists of a poly-tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, “Teflon”) frame with a square 
cutout, sealed by a glass cover slide. This window enables access to the flat-µ-fluidic 
channel with an upright microscope.  
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4.4   Schematic view of the contacting device mountable on a heat control to perform 
temperature controlled micro-fluidic experiments 
 
 
The contacting device itself serves at the same time as a humidity chamber during the          
flat-µ-fluidic experiment. Therefore the chamber was mounted on top of a temperature 
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control unit, operated via a temperature controlled water bath. To stabilize the 
humidity during the experiment a moist piece of tissue is placed in a cavity close to the 
window. To resolve biological structures for instance bacteria with a diameter of ~1 
µm within the µ-fluidic channels, it is mandatory to use a 63x long distance (LD) 
objective. Thus, the absolute height of the Teflon frame and window was made to be 
approximately 2 mm, owing to the working distance of 2.2 mm [Zeiss - Homepage]. 
 
The amplitude of the exited SAW was controlled by a high frequency (HF) generator 
(Advalytix AG) connected to the setup by the HF contact plugs. The HF generator was 
working in a frequency regime of ~100 - 200 MHz and with a maximum acoustic level 
output of ~30 dbm [Advalytix, 2004].  
 
The generator was controllable by a computer software tool (LabView, provided from 
Advalytix AG). By this software tool, a working maximum acoustic level output of the 
HF generator pHFmax could be defined in units of dbm and stepwise adjusted by a 
virtual slide controller in the regime between pSAW = 0 to pHFmax. 
 
The conversion from acoustic level, in units of dbm, to power, in units of mW, follows 
the relation, 
 
( ) 310/ 1010 −⋅= dbmdbmp .                                       (4.25) 
 
Therefore the maximum output acoustic level of 29 dbm corresponds to a SAW power 
of pSAW = 800 mW. 
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4.5 Flat-µ-Fluidic Experiments 
 
With the previously described setup and the developed surface structuring and 
functionalization strategies first experiments with the flat-µ-fluidic were performed to 
verify their usability for µ-fluidic biological applications. 
 
4.5.1 Shear-Rate ∂u/∂z of the Flat-µ-Fluidics Setup 
 
To determine the maximum shear rate max(∂u/∂z) achievable with the experimental 
setup, fluorescently labelled beads were tracked in order to estimate the maximum 
flow velocity max(ubeads|psaw) at the top position of the convex channel profile. From 
this value, a velocity profile for the half-cylindrical channel could be derived, 
according to Equation (4.24). Based on this profile, the shear rates ∂u/∂z could be 
calculated. 
 
The nano-beads were dispersed into a µ-channel, prepared on a LiNbO3 chip surface 
and movies of the streaming beads at the top position hmax in the half cylindrical 
channel were taken with a CCD camera connected to the upright microscope optics 
shown in Fig. 4.5.1. 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.5.1   Fluorescence images of particles (fluorescence nano-beads) taken at the power of the 
SAW pSAW of 0.4 mW , 4 mW, 20 mW and 40 mW. For higher powers a tracking of 
particles was not possible. 
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From the acquired videos at different SAW power pSAW the bead velocity could be 
calculated using 
 
bead
bead
bead t
dhu =)( max ,                                       (4.26) 
 
Here, dbead was the traveled distance of a tracked bead and tbead the elapsed time. 
 
Fluorescence images of movies taken for the applied SAW power pSAW = 0.4 mW, 4 
mW, 20 mW and 40 mW are presented in Fig. 4.5.1 (the applied SAW power is 
labeled above the correspondent fluorescence image stack). For higher SAW powers 
no particles could be tracked anymore, owing to high the streaming velocities. 
 
The calculated velocities for the tracked beads are presented in Fig. 4.5.2 and exhibit a 
linear dependency of ubead from pSAW. 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.5.2   Measured flow velocities of fluorescence beads at the top position of flat-µ-fluidic 
channels with a width of 1 mm at various SAW power pSAW. The maximum velocity umax 
for this channel geometry was determined from the measurements by linear extrapolation. 
 
Therefore, a linear fit of the measured data points could be assumed and was 
extrapolated to obtain the maximum velocity umax, achievable with the HF generator. 
This assumption is well justified as even at highest powers, one is still in the low 
Reynold's regime, hence no non-linearities need to be considered. 
 
For the maximum power output of the HF generator of pSAW = 800 mW a bead 
velocity of u800mW = 0.09 m/s was extrapolated and a maximum shear rate of 
∂u800mW/∂z = 360 s-1 was calculated. Note that this value was obtained for the use of a 
single IDT. If the utilization of three IDT's aligned in one direction is assumed a shear 
rate of 3 x ∂u800mW/∂z ≈ 1080 s-1 could be achieved. This value is in regime of shear 
rates needed to detect detach events of bacteria [Thomas et al, 2004] 
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4.5.2    Preliminary Experiments with Bacteria  
 
A first adhesion experiment was performed to prove bio-functional micro-domains 
formed by the molecule FL10man. To transfer an asymmetric lipid bilayer into the 
flat-µ-fluidic channel a position-selective LB-LS deposition was performed. First, a 
pure DOPC monolayer was LB-transferred into the channel as the lower leaflet and 
subsequently a mixed monolayer of DOPC incorporating 20 mol% FL10man was LS-
transferred as the upper leaflet. To visualize the self-assembled micro-domains, a 
fluorescence lipid tracer was added into the spread lipid stock solution. The bacteria 
sample was taken from an overnight culture of a single clone of bacteria strain E.Coli 
HB101 (pPKl4). A single bacterium was isolated on a cell-culture plate and grown at 
37°C in a culture medium. The cell density was determined to N = 2.2 x 109 cells/ml 
and diluted to a concentration of 1/10th for the following experiment. In Fig. 4.5.3, a 
series of overlaid fluorescence and phase contrast images is presented and showing 
bacteria moving over a previously transferred patterned membrane. 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.5.3   Series of overlaid phase contrast and fluorescence images of bacteria driven over 
FL10man functionalized membrane in a µ-fluidic channel 
 
The power of the SAW used in this experiment was approximately pSAW = 8 mW 
which corresponds to a shear rate of ∂u8mW/∂z ≈ 3 s-1. This shear rate was chosen 
below a critical rate for catch bond events, which is reported to be around 3 to 10 s-1. 
With this experiment, it could be shown that bacteria can be streamed over a surface, 
bio-functionalized by a simple sugar head-group based on acoustic streaming. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
This thesis presented the design of new model biological membranes that display well 
defined, highly ordered functional micro-/nano-domains towards the geometric 
regulation of cell adhesion. The formation of these micro-domains was achieved by 
utilizing unique properties of fully fluorinated lipid anchors that are perfectly phase 
separated at a wide mixing ratio, so that lipid monolayers incorporating these domains 
could be transferred from the air/water interface onto a planar substrate. 
 
In Chapter 2, the structures and lateral correlations of micro-domains of FL17 
molecules were investigated by the combination of various physical techniques. 
Fluorescence microscope images demonstrated that FL17 molecules form highly 
uniform micro-domains in fluid phospholipid matrices. In the first step the size of 
FL17 domains were determined by self-developed image analysis routine. However 
the quantitative determination of the cluster size by optical microscopy can be 
erroneous, since the characteristic length scale from Fast Fourier Transform and image 
analysis is close to the diffraction limit (<dFL17> = (0.33 ± 0.08) µm). To overcome 
the resolution limit the grazing-incidents X-ray diffraction (GIXD) technique was used 
to determine the micro-domain size. In this series of experiments a unique analyzer 
crystal optics was used to gain a high angular resolution to resolve the micro-domain 
size of <dFL17> = (0.35 ± 0.01) µm, indicating that each cluster consist of a single 
crystallite of FL17 molecules. Furthermore the two-dimensional reciprocal space maps 
imply that FL17 molecules take a hexagonal lattice (intra-molecular distance moFLd 17  = 
5.65 Å), keeping an upright orientation, even at low surface pressures. The fact that 
FL17 molecules form single crystalline, highly uniform micro-domains enables one to 
generally describe the lateral correlation of FL17 micro-domains as the problem of 2D 
colloidal interactions. To quantify the strength of the lateral correlation of micro-
domains the radial distribution function was determined from the self-developed image 
analysis routine. The potential of mean force could be derived from the radial 
distribution function, taking all interactions of micro-domains into account The 
potential first minimum corresponds to the correlation distance of the micro-domains 
and verifies that micro-domains do not coalesce into bigger domains even at high 
molar fraction of FL17. This high repulsive potential of the fluorinated domains can be 
understood by taking into account the dipole moment of the CF3-terminus. As a 
quantitatively measure of the potential strength, spring constants have been derived 
from a harmonic fit of the first minima position. At a high FL17 fraction (33 mol%) a 
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periodic oscillation could be observed up to the distance of six times the micro-domain 
diameter, indicating significantly strong correlations between 2D colloidal particles 
formed by a self-assembling of organic molecules. 
 
In Chapter 3, the influence of the molecular chemistry on the micro-domain structures 
and their lateral correlations was investigated by varying the length and number of 
fluorinated chains. First, it was found that the size of micro-domains was not 
influenced by increasing the number of chains. In contrast the change in the number of 
fluorocarbons from 10 to 17 had a dramatic influence on the micro-domain size, as 
well as on the lateral correlation: The domain size is reduced in the order of a 
magnitude according to a systematic increase in the number of fluorocarbons. Though 
it appeared counter-intuitive from the simple consideration of the line tension around 
fluorinated micro-domains this tendency could well be explained, by taking the height 
mismatch at the micro-domain boundary into account (equilibrium dipole model). The 
quantitative determination of all structural parameters enabled one to theoretically 
calculate the domain size of FL10, FL13 and FL17 showing an excellent agreement 
with our experimental results. 
To add biofunctionalities to the micro-domains FL10 with a relatively simple 
monosaccharide (mannose) was used for the proof of principle. As predicted from the 
theoretical framework, a clear influence of the sugar head group on the domain size 
could be observed. As the fist test system, mouse macrophages that express mannose 
binding receptor were incubated on (a) a pure (and thus non-functional) phospholipids 
membrane and (b) a membrane displaying mannose micro-domains. On the membrane 
functionalized with mannose micro-domains, cells take spindle-like shape after 20 h, 
which is in a clear contrast to the cells on phospholipids membranes remaining 
spherical and non-active. This gives clear evidence that such molecular constructs can 
be used for the geometrical regulation of cell shape and activity. 
 
In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that the surface of a flat-µ-fluidics chip could be 
coated with a position selective deposition of asymmetric membranes functionalized 
with micro-domains. This was achieved by a self-developed protocol utilizing the 
combination of Langmuir-Blodgett and Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer. A small volume 
(7 µl), half-cylindrical water channels with convex profile could be prepared by 
photolithography on the chip surface. The velocity profile in this non-invasive µ-
pumping system utilizing the principle of acoustic streaming could be modeled by 
finite elements model, confirming the laminar flow conditions near the middle of the 
channel. Measurements of the velocities of fluorescence nano-beads yield a 
quantitative calibration of the applied shear rate, which can be as high as 1000 s-1. As 
preliminary attempt for the study of dynamic cell adhesion bacteria expressing 
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mannose binding proteins were brought in contact with the functionalized flat-µ-
fluidics chip, subjected to various shear fields. 
 
The results obtained here demonstrated that highly uniform, strongly correlated micro-
/nano-domains can be designed by using fully synthetic lipid anchors. Compared to 
commonly used raft models composed of complex lipid mixtures, this strategy has a 
large advantage to precisely adjust the domain size and inter-domain correlations by 
simple molecular chemistry. The successful stimulation of cell reactions, adding bio-
functionalization to the domains, justified the approach to use them as membrane 
models in µ-fluidic applications. The here used flat-µ-fluidic technique offered high 
flexibility in the surface structuring by a self-developed transfer process together with 
the capability for the required shear rates even for bacterial adhesion experiments. 
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6. Outlook 
 
During this work the anchor molecule FL10 was used as basis of the derived bio-
functional molecule FL10man. The size of the functionalized micro-domains formed 
by this amphiphilic was determined to be about 1 µm. As these micro-domains shall be 
used as adhesive spots for bacteria or cells in adhesion experiments, this size is far too 
big. Therefore another molecule should be used as basis for bio-functional molecules 
like FL17. This molecule forms smaller self-assemblies with a mean diameter of ~ 350 
nm as presented in Chapter 2. This dimension is more in the regime for raft-like 
adhesive spots. Another improvement should be a molecular redesign of the 
perfluorinated lipid with respect to the bio-functionalization. Agglomeration 
experiments with different synthetic glycolipids have shown that a binding of lectines 
to glycolipids incorporated in giant unilamellar vesicles take place after the 
introduction of >6 polyethylenglycerol (PEG) spacer units [Engel et al., 2003]. The 
introduction of polyethylenglycerol (PEG) spacer units between the fluorinated anchor 
section and the sugar head-group should therefore enhance the binding event. 
 
In other fluidic experiments with the bacteria E.Coli a shear tension of 100 to 1000 pN 
was determined, necessary for attachment and detachment events [Thomson et al., 
2004; Thomas, 2008]. This is correspondent to a shear rate of 100 to 1000 s-1 for a 
viscosity coefficient for water at 20°C η20°C = 1·10-3 Pas. To cover this whole shear 
rate regime the use of multiple IDT's is necessary, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1, since the 
utilization of a single IDT led to a maximum share rate of 360 s-1. 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.1  A micro-fluidic setup, employing four IDT’s in parallel. The parallel use of multiple IDT's is 
possible since the damping rate of the generated longitudinal acoustic waves exceeds the 
streaming velocity of water. 
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The performed velocity measurements by tracking fluorescence beads in µ-fluidic 
channels were limited to SAW powers < 40 mW, owing to the insufficient frame rates 
of commonly used CCD cameras. In Fig. 6.2 an optical grid technique is depicted, 
which allows to measure high velocities in defined µ-fluidic channels using a 
frequency analysis [Sitharan, 2008]. 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.2  (a) Optical grid applied at the surface of a µ-fluidic channel. (b) A bead is agitated over the 
grid and is illuminated from underneath the transparent surface (from [Sitharan, 2008]). The 
particle is tracked and the recorded illumination periodicity is frequency analyzed to 
determine the flow velocity 
 
With this technique the calibration of shear rates for high streaming velocities in flat-
µ-fluidic channels, utilizing multiple IDT's could be done. 
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A. Appendix 
 
A.1 Lipid Chemical Structure 
 
The chemical structures of the matrix lipid ,2-dioleo-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine  
(DOPC) and the fluorescence dye tracers 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (Texas Red-PE) are presented in Fig. 
A.1. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.1      Chemical structures of the lipid DOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) and the fluorescence tracer 
Texas-Red-PE (Invitrogen) 
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A.2  Grazing Incidents X-Ray Diffraction Measurements 
on Mixed Monolayers at Air/Water Interface 
 
To obtain information about the molecular chain-chain correlation of synthetic 
fluorinated molecules in mixed monolayers, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction 
(GIXD) measurements at the air/water interface were performed at various surface 
pressures pi. Mixed monolayers with a molar fraction  χ
 
= 50 mol% for all fluorinated 
molecules presented in Chapter 1.1 were spread at the air/water interface onto a film 
balance placed at the sample stage of the beam-line as reported in Chapter 1.5.1  The 
following presentation of GIXD measurement results follows the same structure as 
used in Chapter 3. 
 
A.2.1  Modification in Chain Length - FL10, FL13, FL17 
 
The integrated intensities for the fluorinated molecules with varying chain length is 
presented in Fig. A.2.1(upper row).  
 
 
 
Fig. A.2.1   (upper row) Integrated intensities for the GIXD measurements of mixed monolayers, 
incorporating FL10, FL13 and Fl17, at various surface pressures П. While for FL17 the 
chain-chain correlation is constant beyond a pressure of П  = 40mN-1, the chain packing 
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for FL13 vanishes below П  = 40 mNm-1 respectively П  = 25 mNm-1 for FL10. (lower 
row) The chain–chain distance vs. the surface pressure. 
While the initial chain packing for FL17 remains constant up to a surface pressure of  
П > 40 mNm-1 the hexagonal arrangement vanishes beyond a critical pressure of ПFL13 
= 40 mNm-1 for FL13 and ПFL10 = 30 mNm-1 for FL10 respectively. This loss in the 
chain-chain correlation, in particular for the molecule FL10 coincides with results of 
fluorescence microscopy for the domain break-down at a transfer pressures ПT > 20 
mNm-1, as reported in Chapter 3.4.1.  
The correlation chain-chain distance for FL10, FL13 and FL17 with respect to the 
surface pressure П is presented in Fig. A.2.1(lower row), calculated from the 
maximum peak position of the GIXD measurements. Here, the fact that for FL17 the 
peak position does not shift measurably, and only a slight shift for FL10 
(∆ 02.010 =moFLd Å) is observable should be noted. This indicates that an elongation leads 
to a stabilization of the micro-domains.  
 
Fluorinated Molecule qxy [Å-1] correl. length [Å] moFLnd  [Å] 
FL10 1.267 ± 0.001 4.96 ± 0.01 5.73 ± 0.01 
FL13 1.280 ± 0.001 4.91 ± 0.01 5.67 ± 0.01 
FL17 1.284 ± 0.001 4.89 ± 0.01 5.65 ± 0.01 
 
Tab. A.2.1  The Obtained q-values,  the calculated correlation length and corresponding chain-chain 
distance moFLnd  for  FL10, FL13 and FL17 at a surface pressure of pi = 10 mNm
-1
. 
 
The calculated correlation lengths according to Equation (1.9) and the correspondent 
chain-chain distance moFLnd  at the surface pressure of П = 10mNm-1 is presented in Table 
A.2.1. These values for the measured fluorinated molecules coincide well with X-ray 
measurements on fluorinated alcohols at the air water interface [Barton et al., 1991]. 
 
A.2.2  Modification in Chain Number - FL10, FT10 
 
The comparison of the molecules FL10 and FT10 shows an identical surface pressure 
dependency in the molecular arrangement.  
As already observed for FL10 the chain-chain correlation of FT10 within the 
fluorinated micro-domains vanishes at a surface pressure of ПFT10 = 30 mNm-1, 
presented in Fig. A.2.2(upper row). Furthermore a good agreement in the calculated 
chain-chain distances moFnd 10  for both molecules could be found (for FT10 moFTd 10  = (5.72 
± 0.01) Å at П = 10 mNm-1). 
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Fig. A.2.2   (upper row) Integrated intensities of GIXD measurements of mixed monolayer 
incorporating FL10 and FT10 at various surface pressures П. Both molecules show a 
comparable behavior. (lower row) The chain–chain distance vs. the surface pressure. 
 
A.2.3  Modification in Head-Group - FL10, FL10man 
 
For the bio-functional molecule FL10man the modification in the head-group of the 
anchor molecule FL10 with a sugar moiety leads to a significant change in the stability 
of the chain-chain packing between the fluorinated molecules within the self-
assemblies. This was owing to the additional head-head interactions of the more polar 
mannose in contrast to the simple OH head-group of FL10. 
 
In Fig. A.2.3(upper row) the integrated diffraction intensities are presented for FL10 
and FL10man for comparison.  
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Fig. A.2.3      (upper row) Integrated diffraction intensities for FL10 and FL10man at various surface 
pressures П. (lower row) Shift in the peak position dmo during monolayer compression. 
 
While the chain-chain ordering breaks up for FL10 beyond a critical surface pressure  
П > 20 mNm-1 the hexagonal ordering of FL10man was still resolvable at П > 35 
mNm-1. 
 
In contrast to the stabilization effect for the hexagonal packing, no significant change 
in the molecular distance dFL10n could be observed. For FL10man the same peak 
position ( mo manFLd 10 = (5.73 ± 0.01) Å at П = 10 mNm-1) is obtained as for FL10. This 
suggests that the de-mixing of the fluorinated molecules and therefore the formation of 
micro-domains is dominated by the unique property of the fluorocarbon chains. 
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A.3 Small Angle (SAXS) and Wide Angle (WAXS) X-Ray 
Scattering of Fluorinated Molecule/Lipid Dispersions 
 
Small angle X-Ray (SAXS) and wide angle X-ray (WAXS) measurements of bilayer 
stacks composed of fluorinated molecules were performed at the Hamburger 
Synchrotronstrahlungslabor (HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany) to determine the inter 
lamella distances formed by fluorinated molecules and thus the molecular height hmo, 
their electron density profile, as well as the lateral molecular spacing. 
 
In Fig. A.3.1 the measurement setup of the HASYLAB is schematically depicted. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.3.1    SAXS/WAXS experimental setup of the beamline A2 at the HASYLAB. 
 
The incoming beam impinges on the sample and gets scattered according to Bragg’s 
law at an angle 2θ with respect to the direct beam. The small angle and wide angle 
scattering is simultaneously recorded with a 2D detector in case of SAXS and with a 
line detector in case of WAXS. 
The detectors were previously calibrated by a reference samples Rat Tendon Tail 
(RTT) for SAXS and Tripalmetin for WAXS. The resolution of the SAXS corresponds 
to a lattice spacing of ~4 to 10 nm and WAXS is suited for the investigation of in-
plane correlations in the range of few nm down to 1 Å. As samples, quartz capillaries 
(Hilgenberg, Malsfeld, Germany) filled with pure molecules or lipids, respectively 1:1 
molecule/lipids dispersions (concentration ~20 wt% water) were used. 
 
SAXS results for the fluorinated molecules with varying chain length are presented in 
Fig. A.3.2 , wherefrom a fitted electron density profile could be extracted, as presented 
in the inset of Fig. A.3.2.  
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Fig. A.3.2   SAXS results for the molecules FL10(left), FL13(middle) and FL17(right). As an inset the 
electron density profile of the molecules according to the fitted SAXS profile (dashed 
line) is presented.  
 
From electron density profiles fitted by a self-made routine, the heights for the 
molecules FL10 moFLh 10  = (12.8 ± 0.5) Å, FL13 moFLh 13  = (16.8 ± 0.5) Å and FL17 moFLh 17  = 
(21.9 ± 0.5) Å could be obtained, verifying the assumption of a CF2-CF2 spacing of 
1.294 Å reported by Bunn & Howells [Bunn & Howells, 1954]. The values for the 
molecular height were used for the theoretically domain size calculation, performed in 
Chapter 3.4.6.  
WAXS measurements performed for the molecules are presented in Fig. A.3.3 and 
show a single peak, suggesting a hexagonal packing for the molecules. 
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Fig. A.3.3   WAXS results for the molecules FL10(left), FL13(middle) and FL17(right).  
 
The peak positions in q-space for all molecules coincide with the results of the GIXD 
measurements, as can be seen in Table 3.1. 
 
[Ǻ-1] FL10 FL13 FL17 
GIXD 1.27 ± 0.01 1.28 ± 0.01 1.28± 0.01 
WAXS 1.27 ± 0.01 1.28 ± 0.01 1.28± 0.01 
 
Tab. A.3.1  Comparison between WAXS (at T = 20°C) and GIXD (at pi = 10 mNm-1) results for FL10,    
FL13 and FL17.  
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A.4  Image Processing of Mixed Monolayers 
 
Here, for each fluorinated molecule the results of the performed image processing, i.e. 
the mean diameter <d> and distance distribution p(r) as well as radial distribution 
function g(r) and potential of mean force–ßw(r) is presented. 
 
A.4.1   Size Distribution 
 
FL10 
 
The size distribution for mixed monolayers incorporating FL10 micro-domains at 
molar fractions χFL10 = 33, 20 and 10 mol% is presented in Fig. A.4.1(upper row). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.1   In the upper row, the size histograms of FL10 micro-domains for the molar fractions   
χFL10 = 33, 20 and 10 mol% is presented, while the lower row shows the correspondent 
fluorescence images. Below a critical threshold of fluorinated molecules no formation of 
circular micro-domains could be observed for FL10, owing to line tension induced 
instability. 
 
At a molar fraction of χFL10 = 10 mol%, owing to an instability in the domain 
formation, the micro-domains take no circular shape, see Fig. A.4.1(lower row), 
therefore no diameter could be calculated, assuming a circular shape. For mixed 
monolayers with higher molar fractions a mean diameter was determined by the 
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assumption of a circular disc for a micro-domain to <dFL10>33mol% = (2.1 ± 0.34) µm 
and <dFL10>20mol% = (1.68 ± 0.25) µm. 
 
FL13 
 
Mixed monolayers incorporating FL13 at a molar fraction of χFL13 = 33, 20, 10 and 5 
mol% have been transferred and processed, shown in Fig. A.4.2. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.2   Size histograms of FL13 micro-domains for the molar fractions χFL13 = 33, 20, 10 and 5 
mol% 
 
Mean diameters of <dFL13>33mol% = (0.57 ± 0.07) µm, <dFL13>20mol% = (0.6 ± 0.07) µm, 
<dFL13>10mol% = (0.5 ± 0.08) µm and <dFL13>5mol% = (0.57 ± 0.08) µm were determined 
according to the corresponding molar fractions.  
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FL17 
 
Mixed monolayers with χFL17 = 33, 20, 10 and 5 mol% have been transferred and 
processed for FL17, shown in Fig. A.4.3.  
 
The size of FL17 micro-domains is close to the optical resolution of fluorescence 
microscopy, therefore a cut-off minimum size for the detected micro-domains was 
defined (Amin = 4pxl). A detected object below this value was not identified as a 
micro-domain for further analysis. The mean diameters <dFL17>33mol% = (0.30 ± 0.1) 
µm, <dFL17>20mol% = (0.33 ± 0.1) µm, <dFL17>10mol% = (0.36 ± 0.05) µm and 
<dFL17>5mol% = (0.34 ± 0.05) µm have been determined. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.3   Size histograms of FL17 micro-domains for the molar fractions χFL17 = 33, 20, 10 and 5 
mol% 
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FL10man 
 
In contrast to FL10, micro-domains formed by FL10man could be observed even at a 
molar fraction <10 mol%. Thus, monolayers at χFL10man = 5, 10 and 33 mol% have 
been transferred, shown in Fig. A.4.4. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.4   Size histograms of FL10man monolayers at the molar fractions χFL10man = 33, 20 and 5 
mol% 
 
Micro-domains in all transferred monolayers showed circular shape, so that the mean 
diameters <dFL10man>33mol% = (1.09 ± 0.19) µm, <dFL10man>10mol% = (1.2 ± 0.19) µm and 
<dFL10man>5mol%  = (1.19 ± 0.24) µm could be calculated. 
 
FT10 
 
For monolayers incorporating FT10 at χFT10 = 5, 10 and 33 mol% have been 
transferred, shown in Fig. A.4.5. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.5  Size histograms of FT10 monolayers at the molar fractions χFT10 = 33, 20 and 10 mol% 
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The mean diameters <dFT10>33mol% = (1.92 ± 0.37) µm, <dFT10>20mol%  = (1.70 ± 0.21) 
µm and <dFT10>10mol%  = (1.57 ± 0.33) µm have been determined. 
 
A.4.2 Mean Diameter Distribution <d> 
 
For all fluorinated compounds the mean diameters <d>χ are plotted versus the 
corresponding molar fraction and is presented in Fig. A.4.6. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.6  Mean diameter <d>χ for all fluorinated molecules vs. the molar fraction χ 
 
Since the diameters <d>χ for the corresponding fluorinated molecules are constant in 
respect to the molar fraction χ a mean diameter for all mixing ratios could be 
determined to <dFL10> = (1.88 ± 0.29) µm, <dFL13> = (0.56 ± 0.08) µm, <dFL17> = 
(0.33 ± 0.08) µm, <dFL10man> = (1.16 ± 0.2) µm and <dFT10> = (1.73 ± 0.3) µm. 
 
A.4.3 Nearest-Neighbour Distance Distribution p(r) 
 
From the center-to-center distance between detected micro-domains, obtained from the 
image processing, a distance distribution p(r) could be determined. The distribution is 
presented for all fluorinated molecules and for all molar fractions vs. the normalized 
distance r/<d>, where <d> is the mean diameter determined from the size 
distributions. 
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Fig. A.4.7  Nearest neighbor distance distribution p(r)  vs. the normalized distance r/<d> whereby 
<d> is the mean distance determined by optical analysis. 
 
A.4.4 Mean Distance <r>χ/<d> 
 
The normalized mean distance <r>χ/<d> is presented in Fig A.4.8 versus the molar 
fraction χ. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.8  The normalized mean distance <r>χ/<d> for all fluorinated molecules vs. the molar 
fraction χ 
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The normalized mean distance provides, that for all fluorinated compounds a 
minimum distance of about 2.5 times the corresponding mean diameter <d> is 
preserved at a molar fraction of χ = 33 mol%. This suggests the presence of a repulsive 
interaction between the micro-domains, owing to a resulting dipole-moment. 
 
A.4.5. Radial Distribution Function g(r) 
 
To obtain information about a long-range ordering of micro-domains, owing to the 
repulsive interaction and the influence of various mixing rations of fluorinated 
molecules within the monolayers, the radial distribution function g(r) was determined, 
according to the procedure reported in 1.4.2. For all transferred monolayers 
incorporating fluorinated molecules at different molar fractions g(r) is shown in Fig. 
A.4.9. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.9   Radial distribution g(r)  vs. the normalized distance r/<d> 
 
The radial distribution function for all fluorinated domains is normalized as the nearest 
neighbor distribution, by the corresponding mean micro-domain diameter <d>.  
 
Again a minimum distance between micro-domains even at high molar fractions could 
be observed. Therefore no evidence of a coalescence of micro-domains even at high 
mixing ratios could be observed. 
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A.4.6 The Potential of Mean Force –ßw(r) 
 
To quantify the interaction of the fluorinated domains within the quasi hexagonal 
lattice, a potential of mean force was calculated according the inverse work theorem, 
presented in Chapter 1.4.3. The calculated potential for all radial distribution functions 
is shown in Fig. A.4.10. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4.10   Potential of mean force -ßw(r)  vs. the normalized distance r/<d> 
 
The interaction potentials show a narrowing and deepening of the first potential 
minimum for an increasing molar fraction of fluorinated molecules and thus of the 
density of micro-domains. 
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A.5 Micro-Domain Shape Instability of FL10 
 
An explanation for changes in shape of FL10 domains, compared to the circular 
appearance at high molar fractions, can be derived by the concept of the “equilibrium 
shape model” proposed by McConnell [McConnell, 1991]. 
 
A.5.1 Instability in molar fraction 
 
In fluorescence images of mixed monolayer incorporating FL10 at a molar fraction 
<10 mol%, no circular but larger, bulkier micro-domains could be observed, as 
presented in Chapter 3.4.1. One possible explanation for this behavior could be a 
missing dipole-dipole interaction between these bigger FL10 domain agglomerations 
during the evaporation phase.  
According to McConnell, a dipole-dipole interaction between domain agglomerations 
has to be taken into account in the free energy of an equilibrium shape for a micro-
domain, if one or more domain agglomerations are in between the dipole potential of 
another domain. 
The mean distance between the agglomerates at low molar fractions of FL10 seems 
beyond the range of the potential dipole-dipole interaction. For the domain 
agglomerations formed during the equilibration period no such dipole-dipole 
interaction can take place. 
 
A.5.2 Compression instability 
 
In A.2.1 it could be seen that the chain-chain ordering of FL10 micro-domains breaks 
up at the same surface pressure as the optically observable micro-domains collapsed 
(see Chapter 3.4.1). One possible explanation for these phenomena could also be 
provided by the “equilibrium shape model”. Theoretical calculations of the 
equilibrium diameter show that changes in the surrounding dipole moment density 
difference ∆m have a drastic impact on the equilibrium domain diameter of FL10, as 
demonstrated in Fig. A.5.  
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Fig. A.5   Calculated diameter <d>th and differential <∆d>th dependency from molecular dipole 
density difference 
 
A small increase in ∆m causes a drastic reduction in the domain size for the molecule 
FL10, in contrast to FL13 and especially to FL17. Thus FL17 micro-domains remain 
in their circular shape until the critical monolayer pressure of DOPC monolayer, while 
FL13 micro-domains collapse close before and FL10 micro-domains already at 
medium surface pressures. 
Since the GIXD measurements in Appendix A.2 verified that the micro-domains of 
FL10 are slightly compressible in contrast to the micro-domains formed by FL17 their 
dipole density, and therefore the dipole density difference ∆m could be also changed 
during the compression. 
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A.6  Piezoelectric Material Parameter and Damping 
Coefficient for Acoustic Waves in Water 
 
Material parameters for various piezoelectric materials are presented in Table A.6.1.  
 
Material Crystal-Cut SAW Propagation vSAW [ms-1] K² 
Quartz ST X 3158 0.11 
LiNbO3 Y Z 3488 4.5-4.6 
LiNbO3 128°-rot Y X 3992 5.3-5.6 
Bi12GeO20 110 001 1681 1.4 
LiTaO3 Y Z 3230 0.72-1.6 
GaAs <001> (110) <2841 <0.06 
 
Tab.  A.6.1  SAW parameters for selected piezoelectric substrates [Dutta, 1986; Campbell, 1998] 
 
The crystal of LiNbO3 in a 128°-rot Y cut exhibits the highest coupling coefficient for 
the conversion of an electrical signal into a mechanical wave. Therefore this cut shows 
the highest surface acoustic wave velocities. 
 
The damping coefficient for acoustic waves in water is presented in Table A.6.2.  
 
T [°C] aH20 [1013 ms-2] 
10 1.42 
15 1.70 
20 2.35 
25 3.07 
 
Tab.  A.6.2       Damping coefficient for longitudinal acoustic waves in water at various temperatures 
[Frommelt,  2007]. 
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A.7 Lipid - Bilayer Formation 
 
Supported artificial membranes are commonly generated in two different ways:  
The first way is the so-called vesicle fusion; the second is the formation of lower and 
upper leaflet of a lipid bilayer by a combination of the LB- and LS-technique.  
The utilization of these techniques in combination with flat-µ-fluidics shall be 
presented here. 
 
A.7.1 Vesicle Fusion 
 
A previously cleaned and hydrophilic surface, as described in Chapter 1.1.3 is 
mounted in a fluid cell and small uni-lamellar vesicles (SUV’s) are added (see Fig 
A.7.1(a)). The SUV’s rupture by contact with the hydrophilic surface and after a 
sufficient incubation time period the surface is completely covered by a lipid bilayer 
[Plant, 1993]. 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.7.1   Schematic picture of (a) a small uni-lamellar vesicle (SUV) approaching the bare glass 
surface, and (b) the formed lipid bilayer. 
 
The not ruptured fraction of SUV’s, accumulated at the channel surface, is removed by 
flushing the sample volume carefully and a membrane coated surface remains under a 
bulk of water (see Fig. A.7.1(b)). 
 
Since this is a self-assembling process, the preparation and performance of vesicle 
fusion is easy and effective. In a first try this technique was also tested to apply a lipid 
bilayer membrane within a flat-µ-fluidic channel and is stepwise depicted in Fig. 
A.7.2. 
 
An aqueous solution containing a sufficient amount of SUV’s was applied on the 
previously freshly prepared flat-µ-fluidic channel (a). Within the incubation time, the 
vesicles accumulate at the channel surface, rupture and cover the hydrophilic channel 
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with a homogenous membrane up to the channel borders (b). Additional SUV’s 
accumulated at the channel surface and especially at the channel boarder, indicated 
with a red box. 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.7.2 Vesicle fusion in a flat micro-fluidic channel destroys the hydrophilic-hydrophobic 
contrast 
 
The formed lipid bilayer (c) is less hydrophilic then the supporting glass surface, 
therefore the contact angle of the water half sphere is changed. This effect enables the 
SUV’s to spread as a lipid monolayer onto the hydrophobic surrounding (d).  
 
The resulting monolayer is again hydrophilic and destroys therefore the flat-µ-fluidic 
layout. Therefore this technique could not be used for the surface functionalization of 
flat-µ-fluidics channels. 
 
A.7.2   Asymmetric Lipid-Bilayer formation with LB and LS 
Technique 
 
The two step procedure of forming a bilayer separately by a lower and upper leaflet 
can also be used to form a solid supported lipid bilayer membrane. 
 
As described for the LB transfer technique (see Chapter 1.2.4) in a first step a single 
lipid monolayer is applied on the surface of a cleaned and hydrophilic surface as 
shown in Fig. A.7.3(a). The resulting sample with transferred monolayer is pictured in 
Fig. A.7.3(b). 
To create the upper leaflet of a monolayer, the LS technique is used as shown in Fig. 
A.7.3.3(c). A second monolayer, composed of a different lipid, or a lipid mixture, is 
spread on a film balance and transferred by the technique reported in Chapter 1.2.5. 
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After mounting the finally coated sample into a fluid cell (see Fig. 4.4.3(d)), the lipid 
bilayer membrane can be analyzed by optical microscopy. 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.7.3  Sketch of the LB – LS combined deposition technique to form an artificial lipid on a 
surface. 
 
A big advantage of this bilayer formation method is the high flexibility in the choice of 
the lipid composition of upper and lower bilayer leaflet, and the adjustable lateral 
pressure within the transferred membranes. While for fused vesicles the lateral 
pressure is reported to be about 20 to 25 mNm-1, the pressure for the transfer is free 
tunable. 
 
During the transfer using a flat-µ-fluidic channel first a lipid monolayer located in the 
hydrophilic channel ground area is formed, as depicted in Fig. A.7.4(a). This is due to 
the fact that during a Langmuir-Blodgett no lipid is transferred on a hydrophobic 
sample surface [Howland et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 2004]. A subsequently performed 
Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer covers all hydrophobic parts (see Fig. A.7.4(b)), channel 
and surrounding areas with a lipid monolayer, inverted to the previous LB transferred.  
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Fig.  A.7.4  Sketch of a two step Langmuir-Blodgett, Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer to form a lipid 
bilayer 
 
As can be seen, this destroys again the hydrophobic/hydrophilic contrast, so that this 
technique, without any improvement also fails for the structuring of flat-µ-fluidic 
channels. The improvement necessary to guarantee a successful transfer of an intact 
lipid bilayer without destruction of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic contrast was the use 
of a protective sheet, made of PDMS. 
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A.8 Photolithography 
 
The sample preparation using photolithography was done with a mask-aligner (MJB3, 
Süss Microtech, Garching, Germany) at clean room conditions (clean room class 
1000) 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.8.1  Sketch of the mask aligner setup MJB3, at the University Augsburg. The sample is aligned 
with the structure mask on a µm scale with a xy-stage, and afterwards irradiated with UV-
light to activate the photo resist coated sample surface. 
 
The used mask-aligner setup is depicted in Fig. A.8.1. It combines an inverted light 
microscope for alignment of the sample and photolithography mask with an 
illumination unit for irradiation of the sample through the applied mask with UV-light. 
The alignment of sample and mask in x and y direction is done on a µm scale before 
performing the illumination. 
  
Off-set foil masks were printed as templates for flat-µ-fluidic channel structures, see 
Fig. A.8.2(left) and for PDMS molds, Fig. A.8.2(right). 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.8.2  Sketch of (left) flat-µ-fluidic channel layout, applied on the chip by photolithography and 
(right) the layout of the corresponding PDMS mold. 
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A.8.1. µ-Fluidic Channels 
 
The preparation steps for micro-fluidic channels are schematically depicted in          
Fig A.5.3: 
 
(a) Glass cover slides (grey) were cleaned by sonication in different solvents and a wet 
chemical cleaning step to activate the glass surface for the following silanization as 
reported in Purrucker [Purrucker, 2004]  
 
(b) The pretreated surface was coated with ODTMS (green) in order to make the glass 
surface hydrophobic as described by Hillebrandt & Tanaka [Hillebrandt & Tanaka, 
20001].  
 
 
 
Fig.  A.8.3  Sketch of the procedure steps for the preparation of  micro-fluidic samples 
 
The following steps are performed under clean room conditions:  
 
(c)  A sufficient amount of the photo resist Shipley 1813 (red) is spin coated with 
5000rpm for 30sec to apply a homogeneously thin layer of lacquer on the glass 
surface. Afterwards the sample was baked at 90°C for 30 min to remove the 
solvents from the lacquer.  
 
(d) The sample structure (black) was applied by the previously described mask-aligner 
setup by irradiation for 30 sec. 
 
(e)  Immediately after the illumination the sample gets developed, where the irradiated 
parts get lifted.  
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The now uncovered regions get exposed to an oxygen plasma at 200mbar O2 for 40 
seconds, to remove the ODTMS from glass surface. In a last step the residual photo 
resist got removed with sonication in Aceton for 3 min. 
 
The produced surface is a hydrophobic environment with a hydrophilic lane. This lane 
can then be filled with approximately 7 µ l aqueous solution and represents the            
µ-fluidic channel. 
 
A.8.2. PDMS Coversheets 
 
The preparation of casting mold for PDMS protective sheets is slightly different from 
the procedure for the flat-µ-fluidic channels. The step wise procedure is depicted in 
Fig. A.8.4. and begins with a cleaning step (a), similar to A.8.3(a) 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.8.4 Sketch of the procedure steps for the preparation of PDMS casting molds. 
 
The steps (b)-(d) are carried out under clean-room conditions 
 
(b) To obtain a layer thickness of approximately 150µm [Kouharenko et al., 2005] a 
sufficient amount  of SU-8/100 photo resist (yellow) was spin coated for 30s at 
1460 rpm and 5min at 70°C followed by a 60min at 90°C pre-bake step. In contrast 
to the photo resist Shipley 1813 the SU-8/100 is a positive lacquer.  
 
(c) The structure mask (black) was aligned and illuminated 3 times for 30sec with a 
pause of 60s to allow the lacquer to cool down. This should avoid unwanted cross-
linking of the lacquer polymers by thermal excitation.  
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(d) After another 15min at 90°C post-baking, the sample was developed with the 
corresponding chemistry for 25min and rinsed with Isopropanol to resolve the 
structure seen in Fig. A.8.4. 
 
Before casting PDMS, the Sylgart 184 silicon oil and curing agent was mixed in a ratio 
of 10:1 and diluted with approximately 20 vol% Toluol, which is a solvent for 
unpolymerized silicon oil. This enables the PDMS to fill the casting in mold without 
covering the SU-8/100 bridges.  
 
(e) The applied layer of PDMS (thickness approximately 75 µm) was polymerized for 
8h at 70°C to guarantee a sufficient cross-linking of PDMS.  
 
In Fig. A.8.4(f) the lifted PDMS protective sheet is depicted, where the cavities are 
formed by the mold. These cavities are finally the dedicated regions, where lipids are 
able to access the otherwise protected surface and therefore are able to form a 
monolayer on the surface. The detailed use of the protective sheets is reported in 
Chapter 4.2. 
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A.9 Abbreviations 
 
DLVO   Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek 
DMPC   dimyristoyl-phosphatidyl-choline 
DOPC   1,2-dioleo-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
E.Coli   escherichia-coli 
FEM   finite elements model 
FWHM   full width at half maximum 
GIXD   grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction 
IDT   inter-digital transducer 
LB   Langmuir-Blodgett 
LD   long distance 
LiNbO3   Lithium Niobate 
LS    Langmuir-Schaeffer 
PBS   phosphate buffered saline 
PDMS   polydimethylsiloxane 
PEG   poly(ethylene glycol) 
PMF   potential of mean force 
PSD   position sensitive detector 
PTFE   poly-tetrafluoroethylene (“Teflon”) 
SAW   surface acoustic wave 
SAXS   small angle X-ray scattering 
SUV   small uni-lamellar vesicles 
Texas Red-PE 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, 
trieethyl-ammonium salt 
WAXS   wide angle X-ray scattering 
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A.10 Symbols 
 
 
A    area 
Amol   molecular area 
αf    angle of diffraction in z-plane 
αi    incidence angle  
cij    coupling tensor 
d    correlation length       
ε    dielectric constant 
εij    dielectric tensor 
ε(η)   in-plane deviation 
E    electric field 
η    offset angle 
hmo    molecular height 
k    wave vector 
k'    spring constant 
kB    Boltzmann constant 
K    electromechanical coupling coefficiant 
χ    molar fraction 
λ    X-ray wavelength 
m⊥    dipole density normal 
µ⊥    molecular dipole moment normal 
N    number of domains 
П    surface pressure 
r    radial distance 
ρ    micro-domain density 
     Ψ    true scattering angle 
q    scattering vector 
T    temperature 
Tij    tension tensor 
Θ    angle of diffraction in x-y plane 
ΘB    Bragg angle 
v(r)   harmonic potential 
V    surface potential 
γ    surface tension 
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